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The E/E engineering experts survey
Over 40 expert interviews with decision-makers in the automotive, IT and telecommunications industries were combined with an online survey and desk research to elicit the main
influences affecting electrics/electronics development. The participants are engaged with
major companies in Europe, the United States and Asia.
For details, please refer to chapter 10 Survey Design.
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Preface and expert statements

T

he story of the automotive industry is a story of innovation. Almost every
new generation of models has introduced new technologies to the vehicle.
The two things that have remained constant are the business model used by the
industry and its structure with manufacturers and suppliers. Yet now everything
is undergoing a dramatic change as various global trends including market
growth in Asia, urbanisation, demographic change and increasing environmental awareness, intersect with the opportunities afforded by connecting vehicles
to the internet. Digital business models are beginning to take precedence, and it
is becoming more important to provide services as well. The main purposes for
which electronics are being developed are changing.
Every company will have to respond to this challenge and position itself accordingly. Organisations involved in electronics development will have a particular
role to play in the innovations of tomorrow as on-board electronics become closely connected to the internet.

The survey Software Drives. Automotive E/E Engineering Development 2030
takes a look at the current general situation in order to assess the extent of the
changes we are facing and gives suggestions how electronics development can
rise to meet them. The used method involved interviews with representatives of
the automotive industry around the world, from research institutes to potential
entrants to the market. They were asked what challenges they thought R&D units
should be prepared for to remain competitive in 2030, with topics ranging from
system architecture down to workflows. This survey illustrates how they might
use electronics development in the future to continue attracting and retaining
customers by providing superior products and services.

Dr.-Ing. Ulrich Eichhorn
Managing Director of the VDA e.V.
German Association of the Automotive Industry
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Harald
Hönninger
Robert Bosch
GmbH

I

t is certainly no longer a pie in the sky: internet technology is on the streets and in cars. And in future the smartphone will be the remote control for the networked vehicle. The younger generation’s expectations and demands
with respect to cars have changed: »The young buyer market in particular wants a web-enabled vehicle that they can
use in the same way as a standard internet point at home
– with exactly the same features they are familiar with on
their smartphone,« says Volkmar Denner. The vehicle of
the future will be permanently connected to the internet,
its environment, and other vehicles. On the one hand the
vehicle and its occupants will be able to use information
from the internet. On the other hand the vehicle itself will
become an information provider. Increased networking is
an essential prerequisite for modern traffic infrastructures,
for instance in electromobility. By networking vehicles,
Bosch is improving the comfort, safety, and efficiency of
tomorrow‘s mobility. The company pursues three strategic
objectives:
• Connecting cars to the internet and traffic
infrastructure
• Making the internet an intuitive in-car experience.
• Creating driver assistance functions with added
value.

Automated, connected vehicles can, improve traffic flow
by 80 percent for instance, or guarantee safe, comfortable
mobility for older people. Studies suggest that the number of road traffic fatalities could be reduced by up to 90
percent as vehicles become progressively more automated. In its efforts within the 3S – Sensors, Software and
Services – of the Internet of Things, Bosch is in close dialogue not just with global automakers but also with innovative companies in other sectors. This report can help
the automotive industry open its eyes and recognise the
opportunities offered by the IoT. Business success will depend on whether future mobility services will be able to
inspire consumers.
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Chapter 1. Expert Statements

Prof. Dr.
Elgar Fleisch
St. Gallen University

T

he importance of the internet as an element in new business models has
increased steadily since the 1990s. Every new movement of internet development has brought up new types of digital business models. Their combined
effect has caused an enormous upheaval in the digital industry. New digital business models are now becoming applicable to the physical industry, bringing
an end to its separation from the digital industry. The key to this change is the
Internet of Things (IoT), in which physical products and digital services merge
to hybrid solutions. Many business model patterns influenced by the IT industry
follow three overarching trends:
• They integrate users and customers. IT enables companies to include
their customers explicitly in the value chain.
• They focus on service provision. IT enables companies to maintain and
exploit post-sale relationships with their customers through
IT-based services. Runtime services, i.e. maintaining digital contact with
customers post-sale, are becoming more common.
• They feature analytics as a core competence. Goal-oriented collection
and analysis of transaction and usage data has become a central task,
and is a key capability for designing products as well as setting prices and
structuring sales.
Even in the traditionally hardware-oriented business of the automotive industry,
the growing influence of connectivity to and by the internet means that even the
hardware functions, and thus overall vehicle functions, are increasingly digital
and service-oriented. The question as to who will gain the upper hand in this new
business – software developers or hardware manufacturers – has therefore become an urgent and controversial issue. Without any quantitative, empirical evidence, we can only make observations based on fragmentary, anecdotal evidence. With increasing frequency the software developers win in this competition.
This survey is published at a time when we are beginning to see the initial effects
of the IoT. Anyone intending to hold a leading position in the future mobility industry should certainly read it.
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Michael
Waidner,
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T has already become one of the most important drivers
of innovation in production and automation, and is expected to become one in the automotive industry, too. In
Germany, the term Industry 4.0 is one of several expressions that set the scene for a lively debate surrounding current developments in these fields.
Representatives from both politics and industry have
constantly emphasized the importance of IT security. It is
regarded as the key requirement for the innovations of the
future. Although there are still many details and structural
questions to consider, some important practical challenges for the automotive industry can be identified analogous to Industry 4.0. Particularly relevant are:
• Providing sufficient security over the entire life
cycle of the vehicle electronics and services
• Creating a clear description of IT security in
the automotive environment and conducting a
meaningful analysis of automotive IT security
• Ensuring security from IT-related attacks while
guaranteeing functional safety
• Protecting infrastructure and communication in
the face of real time demands, as well as growing
dynamics and complexity
• Arranging data protection, data security and legal
certainty for services provided jointly by several
companies and clarifying liability issues
The realisation of innovations as automated driving and
the provision of new services will, as is the case today,
only be possible along value chains, which presupposes
the presence of reliable, dynamically verifiable confidence.
This survey is right on time to raise awareness in the automotive industry and the future mobility industry for the
necessity of providing integrated security solutions. These
solutions are only realisable with an architecture that provides a comprehensive connection between all different
levels of the IoT.

Tilmann Ochs
BMW Car IT
GmbH
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oftware is the key enabler for innovation. Consequently, companies as BMW Car IT have to be software companies focussing on the design and development of innovative software for future automobiles. A key competence
is to invent, evaluate and integrate software solutions.
Having success in the emerging automotive industry requires a focus on intelligent mobility infrastructure, i.e. the
creation of an infrastructures facilitating rapid and efficient
implementation of new features supporting the mobility
services. In an increasingly connected world, mobility af-
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fects a variety of domains: automotive, consumer electronic devices, internet,
business and home.
By connecting these domains new functions can be realised. These include functions derived from the combination of several domains or functions that can
be used across all domains. It is essential that these functions and solutions are
simple and transparent to use. The goal is to investigate and implement an infrastructure, promoting an open architecture for flexible application integration,
including the architecture design within each domain as well as the interaction
interfaces between domains.
The opportunity to work on this survey came at the right time, and it covered the
right content to provide us with some interesting findings and confirm that we
are on the right strategic path. It is an important milestone for all those who will
be managing R&D work in the automotive industry of the future.

Mike Milinkovich
Eclipse Foundation

I

nnovation in the automotive industry is mostly achieved by electronics and
software functions. The automobile as a system is becoming increasingly
complex. It is an open developer tool workbench that extends throughout the
supply-chain and is becoming an obligation to the industry. Improvements and
innovations to these software development tools are required to accelerate product development, create high quality software features and improve integration
across the automotive supply chain.
The Eclipse Foundation has created an open source initiative to define and implement a standard platform for the software development tools used in the automotive industry. The goal is
• To provide an infrastructure for tool development required by the
automotive industry
• To address and support the needs for the whole automotive software
development cycle
• To avoid that the same non-competitive basic tool functionality is
redeveloped over and over again
• To join forces and meet current and future requirements in terms of tool
runtime performance and memory consumption
The purpose of the Eclipse Foundation is to advance the creation, evolution,
promotion and support of the Eclipse Platform to cultivate both an open source
community as well as an ecosystem of complementary products, capabilities
and services. This distinguishes the Eclipse community a unique open source
community.
The tasks carried out by R&D units will change radically in the future, and this will
also lead to sweeping changes in forms of cooperation used within and between
different companies. We can already find examples of these new forms being
used in the open source communities, where platforms such as Eclipse provide
examples of and platforms for them. A survey such as this one, which promotes
understanding in the industry, is long overdue.
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At a glance.
Executive summary
E

lectronics is nearly ubiquitous in all areas in life and promises inherent
connectivity between previously independent objects and actors. Vehicles
are no exception to this trend. The connectivity, however, increases the complexity of the overall system. Core challenges arising from this include the increased
need for synchronised innovations across multiple different fields, from alternative power sources to automatic driving, for instance. Required investment in
innovation soars, while product life-cycles shrink.
Connectivity of vehicles and the environment is already a fact. And it is not automotive controlled. The Internet of Things (IoT) connects products from different
industries. It plays havoc with the accepted ways of doing business in these industries. But this also creates opportunities for new business models. Product
innovation is important. Even more important is to develop new forms of value
creation – services instead of products. Customer value is generated by services
that integrate real time data from different providers, possibly from different industries. The value is created and sold in short service cycles, in contrast to the
value creation through physical products with long innovation cycles. This is a
significant paradigm shift for the automotive industry – an industry that derives
part of its success from its classic hierarchical structure and its risk averse culture. The digital transformation influences all of the industry and every area in
every company – and especially those involved in the value creation.
This report looks at the impact of this digital transformation on the development
of electronics in the automotive industry. Based on interviews with experts from
the automotive industry and beyond, and an online survey, we try to answer the
questions:
• What are the fundamental challenges to be mastered by E/E development
will have to master by 2030?
• How will R&D have to be organised – to organise themselves – to develop
vehicles for and in a digital world?
The findings and recommendations reported here equally hold for existing stakeholders of the automotive industry and new market entrants.

www.Software-drives.com
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Core findings include
The electronics architecture of vehicles will change and
become the reference for vehicle and organisation.
The classical divisions of vehicle technology, e.g. body, interior, electrics/electronics, powertrain, dominate the electronics architecture today. This electronics architecture will
E/E architectures fundamentally change and be replaced by a layered and
will change service-oriented architecture. The horizontal architecture
fundamentally. affects more than the technology – it also changes the way
R&D organisations will be structured. This applies particularly to OEMs and tier-1 companies. The classical four
vertical perspectives will be replaced by a dual structure
containing a physical and a connected layer. The culture
in the organisations performing the R&D tasks for these
two layers will develop differently. The speed of innovation and the need for inter-disciplinary cooperation will be
significantly higher at the connected layer.
Networked co-creation replaces hierarchical cooperation.
The classical hierarchical model of collaboration with an
OEM at the top will be replaced by networked co-creative partners. Hierarchical relationships form dynamicalNetworks with ly based on need and capability forming a meritocracy.
complementary Development communities will form dynamically around
comptencies. services. And as quickly as they form they will dissolve.
This requires to be able to work with open standards and
to quickly be able to adjust to different organisational cultures of changing partners. The agile organisation is the
model of the future. An agile organisation includes independent but networked units with decentralised decision
and execution competence, which can quickly and flexibly
be reconfigured.
Services provides the revenue.
A trend which has already revolutionised other embedded
system industries throws its shadows over the automotive
Digital services but industry: services become more important than products.
physical devices Importance here is measured in contribution to revenue.
Only a small share of the profit will continue to be created through sales of physical products. This requires R&D
in E/E to replace proprietary component-oriented product
architectures with internet-enabling service architectures.
Automotive stakeholders need to build up the necessary
competencies to successfully cooperate across disciplines.
This includes learning to work with start-up organisations
as partners. The cultural challenges of this transformation
far outweigh the technological challenges.
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Business models
are IoT-driven.

Continuous
development delivers
new feautures
perpetuously.

Velocity over efficiency

Open source

Internet of Things (IoT) competence is a central management competence.
The Internet of Things (IoT) will force changes to existing business models and
create opportunities for new ones. The executive management level must acquire the competence to harness the emergent power of the IoT. This means that
technical knowledge must be complemented with the ability to visualise integrated services as primary source of value creation.
Development does not end with SOP.
The SOP will not mean the end of software development for vehicles. Even functionality may be added after SOP. Users of internet devices are already used to
a so called permanent beta stage. Upgrades and add-on apps extend the functionality continuously. The vehicle of the future will need to meet such expectations. The SOP focussed development will be replaced by continuous development with short release cycles. The architectural changes already mentioned,
in combination with standardised hardware with performance reserves, enables
significant expansion of functionality – limited only by the vehicle physics.
Speed is more important than cost.
Cost continues to be a major driver for budgeting developments and project
durations today. As a result procurement is often reduced to finding the cheapest solution. This is not an acceptable foundation for continuous development.
To be successful in a context of continuous development organisations will need
to be capable to transit software changes to the field in double quick time. This
enables fast return on invest (RoI) and offers the possibility to standards through
a platform, enabling additional revenue in the longer term.
Shaping with open source and shaping secure and safe open source
Open source software in vehicles is already a reality. The business model aspect behind the use of open source is often a mirror to the economic drivers for
standardised hardware. But the open source model offers more, technically and
organisationally. To turn the opportunities offered into reality requires new competencies of the automotive stakeholders. One key aspect is the management or
directed self-organisation of the value creation network. Those how start shaping
such structures have a significant influence on the resulting platform and its ecosystem. GENIVI® is only a first step. Open source will also become widespread
in functionally critical software. The massive increase in safety critical software
which has to fulfil the requirements of ISO 26262 cannot be realised in time without massive reuse of software in this critical area. An ecosystem is required,
to develop open source solutions that are compliant with relevant safety and
security standards and ideally simplify verification and validation complexities.
So many interconnected topics – where and how do we start? Every one of
the challenges listed here requires significant changes for an organisation. The
challenges address both the internal processes, structures and cultures of companies and those of the partners in the value creation network. Innovation will
be much less single company based and more co-created, across organisations
and across industry domains. The internal and the external competencies need
to be developed in balance. The necessary network competence and openness
in dealing with partners, however, needs to be grounded in an organisational
culture of more flexibility and agility. Such a culture facilitates the successful
implementation of the change agenda for an E/E development organisation 2030.
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New customer value as integration of
connected products with digital services
The digital business models derive customer values from combining connected products
with web-based services. The challenge is to integrate these parts for providing a customer
experience that can be maintained and enhanced.

Customer
value

=

+

Vehicle

ECU /
Embedded SW
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Digitalisation is transforming
both the industry and R&D
D

igitalisation is pervading and changing every sphere of life. Established industries such as consumer electronics and telecommunications have overlapped and merged with each other. New providers are offering consumers a
completely new customer experience and their innovative offers have displaced
former industry giants. The digital transformation process is affecting present
business structures beyond retail operations as digitization is increasingly becoming a driver for industrial value creation. All stages in the logistics process,
from production to customer services across a product’s entire life cycle have
been irrevocably linked with each other.
From this point of view, the increasing digitisation of the product car can be
seen as a consistent continuation of the transformation that has already been
observed in other industries. However, it affects far more than communication
between the vehicle and its environment, or the networking of customers and
providers throughout the vehicle’s entire life cycle; it is also turning the entire
concept of value creation upside down. While automobile manufacturers have so
far earned most of their revenue from selling vehicles, the future of value creation lies in providing a completely new range of service-oriented offers. This will
require companies to be part of a strong network with an extensive exchange of
data and the associated real-time analyses. The traditional form of value creation
where a customer pays a one-off sum to purchase a car may no longer apply.
Instead, customers will pay for the services they actually require – a form of mobility on demand. Established providers and newcomers from other industries
will market themselves by offering a range of mobility solutions. The only aspect
we currently can be certain of is that old certainties will no longer apply. Studies
and analyses of the digital transformation processes in industry, in particular in
the automotive sector, are published at increased frequency. They all are consistent with their conclusion that business leaders of large corporations as well as
medium-sized companies have recognized that digital competency will determine a company’s future success. Digital competency is more than a technical skill,
but an overall business capability: It implies the understanding of software technology plus related business models, creation and maintenance of software ecosystems as well as networks in the context of the internet-related sectors – pointed out in the box New customer value. They do not necessarily consider their
own companies to be well-positioned under this aspect.1 The conclusion is that
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traditional industry, including the automotive branch, lacks
digital maturity.2 In this survey, we make an initial attempt
to answer the following unresolved question: What does
digital competence mean with regard to R&D units in the
automotive industry, and how can manufacturers and suppliers attain and develop this competence?
The digital transformation is affecting each industry differently. The greater potential there is for service-oriented
business models to change the industry, the more dramatic are the shifts. The potential for disruptive upheaval
is especially high in vehicle construction because it is currently exposed to the combined effects of several technological and social developments. Together, these developments have the potential to become game changers.
These innovations will create a paradigm change in the
industry. Considerable effort will be required to develop
new technologies and incorporate them into viable business models. This will provide companies outside of the
industry with the opportunity to penetrate and redefine
the processes with business models currently unknown to
us. These non-traditional entrants will still be facing the
same challenges as the current industry giants. To remain
a successful player in the automotive industry in 2030,
every provider will have to collate know-how from an unknown range of field if they want to produce an integrated,
valuable offer. An example could be the combination of
vehicle expertise with IT infrastructure and big data analytics, as well as learning how to work with partners in a
dynamic value creation network providing customer-driven services.
In this context we consider digital maturity as a company-wide skill entailing competencies that extend far
beyond technological expertise. In particular, digital competency includes the ability to redefine value creation and
develop business models providing customers with real
and unique added value. In a service-driven world, this will
result in cooperations with key players from other sectors
and domains to create, market and sell integrated products
and services. This paradigm shift from product-focussed
to service-oriented business models will have a direct impact on R&D units within E/E engineering.
The integration of a car into service-driven business models will also create a new role for R&D activities which
will drive innovation more strongly across the entire automotive world, extending far beyond today’s definition of
R&D. In this survey, we discuss the types of digital competencies R&D units will need to acquire in order to succeed
in the automotive industry of the future.
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Chapter 3. Digitalisation

Megatrends
The development within the automotive industry occurs in the context of global changes
where new technologies enable new products and in turn create new needs requiring
deployment of even more technological solutions. Megatrends describe likely directions of
global development over the next fifteen years that can already be observed and will continue to gather momentum. They consolidate developments from long-term transformation
processes. The term was minted by the American political advisor and author John Naisbitt. According to his definition, a megatrend must meet three criteria:
1. Time horizon Megatrends describe developments that will occur for a period
of at least 15 years into the future, and which can be projected with high
probabilities, for example using demographic data.
2. Reach Megatrends impact comprehensively, although in varying ways and
degrees on all regions and societal subsystems.
3. Intensity of impact Megatrends will radically alter the whole of society around
the world as well as the global economy, beyond individual sectors and markets.
To create a robust prediction of the future, we employed a meta-approach to consolidate
the research results of several government and academic institutions as well as specialists
into a comprehensive view of the current situation. After this, we examined which megatrends will apply to electronics development in vehicle construction until to 2030.
We adopted the following key trends from the alternative development scenarios for 2030
put forward by the National Intelligence Council, 3 a US government think tank:
1. Individual empowerment This is the most powerful megatrend, as it acts both
independently and in a cause-effect relationship with the megatrends mentioned
afterwards. It is facilitated by a range of factors, including the worldwide
expansion of the middle class, an increase in levels of education and a growth in
interpersonal communications enabled through mobile communications devices
and new manufacturing techniques.
2. Diffusion of power Power will no longer belong to a single, dominant body, but
will be shared out among networks and local actors in a multipolar world. For
example, in the future, individual urban agglomerations could be empowered to
define their own regulations for the approval of cars.
3. Demographic patterns This trend encompasses many different developments,
from ageing societies around the world to equal rights and urbanisation – 60%
of the world’s population will be living in cities by 2030.
4. Resource scarcity As the global population grows and wealth increases, raw
materials used for technology and commodities such as water, food and energy
will become scarcer.
In the context of this dynamic development, new technologies in particular have the potential to become game changers. Specifically, we expect the automotive industry to undergo a
digital transformation.
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Customer

OEM

The two
internets are
connecting
everything to
everybody:
Devices and
people with
digital services.
Fig. 1
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The future of the automotive
industry and related sectors
T

he automotive industry is currently in a state of transformation with significant changes occurring in business models, organisational structures and
technologies. In order to understand how this might impact electronics development and to identify the key changes affecting this field, the survey examines the
following questions:
• What are the technological and social drivers of the future?
• How will the industry look like in the future? Who will play what kind of
role? And which basic hypotheses about electronics development can we
derive from the answers to these questions?
• What will the E/E organisation of the future look like in the automotive
industry?
• In what ways will the industry move forward?
This report covers the listed questions answered in the interviews, online surveys, the results of external studies, and our own experience in the automotive
industry in particular, as well as other fields. The methodology used for the survey is outlined in chapter 10 Survey design.

Technological and social drivers of the future
The key factors shaping future mobility solutions are technological innovation
and social change. These two dimensions are driving change in the automotive
industry’s business models. A continuous interplay between technological remedies and customers‘ needs with the corporations capability to create value
(see figure 2). Jeremy Rifkin and Johannes Weyer pointed out this fundamental
link.1
We have therefore attached great importance to the treatment of technological
innovation, new business models and social change which reflect their complex
interdependencies.
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4.1

Technological drivers

Many technologies are brought together to make automobiles work, many of these will change over the next 15
years. This will concern technologies deployed in the vehicles or mobility functions outside the car, as well as the
technology used to develop these products and services.
Over 75% of our survey participants considered the major
technological drivers to be
• Connectivity,
• Automated driving and
• Alternative drive technologies
Further on, we shall see that even this simple decomposition hides underlying interrelationships which technological
drivers can reinforce each other.

Connectivity – being connected to the
internet and the environment
2014 was proclaimed ›the year of the connected car‹.3 It results from the desire and need to be always online. Therefore, it is becoming increasingly common for a vehicle’s
electronic components to be connected to the Internet of
Things and the world wide web. There is a wide range of
varying connectivity modes, for example:
• Vehicle2Infrastructure The car interacts with traffic
lights and other infrastructure
• Vehicle2Vehicle Information exchange between
cars about actual road and weather conditions
(user, vehicle, internet...)
• Vehicle2Services Myriads of cars are transmitting
data to web servers for real time big data analysis.
The user receives data based service offers.
This technological capability has opened up a gap in the
market for new business models based on the provision
of internet skills, and this gap is being filled by companies
outside of the automotive industry.4 By the nature of their
activities, these new industry entrants are often familiar
with the patterns and opportunities of the world wide web
and are therefore generally well prepared in terms of having a business model for this potential new mobility market. But there‘s even more than this huge impact to digital business models: Being connected to the internet also
transformes the products themselves5 and the processes
used to develop them. The development paradigms and
architectures now common in the internet will also significantly change vehicle and component development as
well as the related services.
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Social and regional changes
Feedback loop

• 	Globalisation and regional power shift
• Demographics and urbanisation
• 	Ecology
• 	Individualisation

Technological innovations
• 	Internet of Things (IoT)
• 	Automated driving
• 	Alternative drives
• Downsizing

Drivers

Business model and industry transformation
• Digitalisation and service orientation
• 	Services and revenue over lifetime

Transformations
consist of three
dimensions:
Technological
innovations are
enabling new
solutions. People
are adapting these
offers to their needs.
Corporations are the
agency between these
dimensions. Fig. 2

• 	Real-time big data analytics
• Cooperation with new market entrants

However, having an interface between connected vehicles and the world wide
web can already be described as traditional, even with all its importance of business models and formation of new social behavioural patterns as being always
online. The new overall technology, the Internet of Things (IoT), extends the
connectivity potential of the world wide web. The IoT6 creates an environment
of latent intelligence through an abundance of devices that are installed in the
immediate vicinity and communicate with each other. The IoT is therefore also a
catalyst of automated driving. Being connected to the IoT becomes an ever more
integral feature of vehicles. This implies that communication with infrastructure
components and other vehicles will become ever more important. In turn, this
will increase the complexity and the need for cooperation both within the automotive industry, and with organisations currently considered outside this sector.
An example of this is the ›CAR 2 CAR Communication Consortium‹.7
The features of the car connected to the world wide web in their initial form are
already perceptible. What the IoT embedded car will define in functionality is
highly speculative at this stage. However, while both of these classes of connectivity have their own characteristics and implications they also both impact on
overall cars architectures and technical complexity.
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two ways are possible by this impact:
• The technical range of vehicles is expanded: Until
now vehicle functions have been essentially limited
to the vehicle itself. now, these functions may also
involve elements outside of the vehicle.
• The lifecycle of vehicle functions increases: Until
now the driver has been responsible for the
vehicle’s maintenance. in the future, intelligent
infrastructures will watch over maintenance and
even functional changes – vehicle and infrastructure
need development support throughout the entire
lifespan, not just before the soP.
these observations and extrapolations regarding the effect of connectivity are not unique to the automotive industry. the omnipresent cloud solutions exemplify this.

Automated driving
the tremendous potentials from technological feasibility
and socio-economic benefits for automated driving have
stimulated research and development on a global scale
with some highly ambitious plans carried out presently.8
in its various forms, automated driving is the key technological driver of vehicle development with the desired target
group and functional area determining the aspects to focus on. fully automated driving will lead to many new vehicle designs (e.g. Pod cars) for passengers who are more
interested in the possibilities of connectivity than in the
experience of driving.
Connectivity and the data resulting from this also provide
the basis for new data-driven services. the survey participants gained the impression that the importance and
urgency of deploying highly and fully automated driving
will vary enormously from region to region – not just geo-

2014

The dawn of
automated driving
is a sequence of
technological
phases. Our
understanding of
automated driving
is replacing the
human by the
vehicle as a driver
(phases 4 –5).
[Bosch 2015]. fig. 3
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graphically. Comparing urban and rural areas, the participants highlighted the
interdependence of automated driving and, localisation9 and individualisation10
in particular. It was emphasized that the end customer’s needs are not purely functional and their subjective experience of a service may be the decisive element
to enable success. All participants agreed that traditional forms of driving will
continue to exist alongside automated driving until far beyond 2030. Precisely
this coexistance has been noted to increase technological and sociological complex plans putting highly or even fully automated driving into practice (figure 3).

Alternative drive technologies
Environmental pollution and the uncertainty about future supply of oil and other
resources imply that alternative drive technologies as E-Mobility will continue to
have a strong influence on the next 15 years of vehicle development. Radically
different physical and virtual vehicle architectures will become possible and in
turn they will provide a base for new electronic architectures. The general opinion is that these technologies will have additional impact on R&D, yet whatever
alternative drive technology is used in a vehicle. It will still have to deal with
connectivity and automated driving.

Downsizing and increasing efficiency in traditional technologies
In following we are focussing the improvement of technologies already in use.
The R&D goal is to reduce energy consumption, resource consumption and
harmful effects on the environment. Examples for this approach are evident in
many areas, including engine development (weight, energy yield and conversion
rate) and lightweight body construction. However, these topics are not part of
this survey.

4.2

Social drivers

Social and other non technological drivers are discussed which were considered
relevant by our survey participants.
The survey participants listed especially
• Urbanisation
• Social networking and
• Demographic change
as the main social drivers of change affecting the automotive industry.

Urbanisation
Over half of the world’s population live in cities nowadays. Traffic volume is increasing and parking spaces are becoming scarce. It is getting less desirable to
own a car in metropolitan areas. However, mobility in and around urban areas is
a central concern. Mobility management and providing mobility on demand is an
ongoing issue in megacities and possibilities identified by technical innovations
are utilised to look for integrated solutions. Two major factors are regulations
and the behaviour of different social groups. These have the power to rapidly
change the usual rules of game by further regulation and rapid behaviour change
of larger parts of the population. Companies will need to be flexible and offer a
wide range of products and services.
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Social and global networks
More and more people are using social networks to stay
in touch with each other. Social groups are no longer confined to one geographic location and can form and thrive
across the globe without the individuals having ever met.
Social network members may want to be always online
and increasingly this applies to utilising the connectivity
in vehicles.

Demographic change
This driver differs greatly from region to region. As the
average age of the population increases in many parts of
the world, the demands placed on mobility concepts and
their functions and services change. They are very different from those required by a rapidly growing and demographically young society. One consequence of an ageing
population is expected to be the higher need for automated mobility solutions, adding to automated driving.
Another consequence is the impact of available human
resources. Development organisations in the automotive
industry need to increase their innovative capability. However, the reservoir of people in the workforce is actually
shrinking in many countries.

Services rule!
From single transactions to continuous revenue streams: Until
recently buyers purchased a product–such as a car–from the
vendor in a single transaction.
Due to minimised efforts of digital transactions a continuous
revenue stream is going to replace the dominance of single
transactions: Cloud solutions, for example, allow to stream
motion pictures or to use cloud-based software tools instead
of buying the application in the box. The new main market will
be providing services. So to speak, today‘s aftermarket has the
power to become the new main market.
What‘s the future main market in the automotive sector?
Those who are creating the customer experience will have to
create a suitable value proposition for the consumer which
will allow them to create revenue for themselves. Due to the
experience in other industries, digital services will make the
difference.
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Following drivers also have been mentioned by our interviewees but not with the
significance of a game changer.

Ecology
Of all environmental impacts caused by private transport, air pollution from
exhaust gases have traditionally been the most strictly regulated. The survey
participants expect quality of air as a basic factor in quality of life to remain a
high priority especially in metropolitan areas. This will generate further requirements and ultimately lead to greater regulation.

Ownership (shareconomy)
A recent trend in the developped countries has been the concept of the Shareconomy in which assets no longer need to be owned by individals.11 According to
the survey participants, this trend is already visible to the automotive industry,
for instance in the context of business models such as car sharing solutions.
This could potentially lead to a significantly lower number of vehicles sold and in
combination with automated driving, to new cars types.
To what level different society groups will embrace the shareconomy will differ
regionally as for other global drivers discussed in this report. A growth in shareconomy will lead to less personally owned vehicles and thus lower production
levels. The shareconomy will have more impact in the industrialised world and
metropolitan areas. However, developing and growing economies will for a time
still expand their automotive infrastructure.
The present various social challenges in different regions are the key factor for
the uptake on automated driving. Overall, the survey participants predicted that
there will be a drop in the number of manufactured vehicles. However, the predictions about scale of this drop were highly disparate. Generally the participants
did not expect to see a major downward manufactured vehicles until after 2030,
as the global market requirements of emerging economies currently appear to
at least compensate for it. This is a global summary prediction. The regions may
differ widely in how they are affected.

Individualisation and personalisation
The survey participants believed that personalisation and individualisation is
gaining more and more importance for many areas of live and will extend to vehicles also. Reasons for this are the new technological possibilities offered, the
existence of a broader global middle class, and increasing technical complexity.
This trend is seen by some as opposing as the previously discussed Shareeconomy trend. It is one of the factors supporting the opinion that production figures
are unlikely to decline before 2030. Nonetheless it does not have a very clear
consequence for the development of vehicles and services. Individualisation and
personalisation drive complexity of electronics and software, especially in the
field of affective computing.

Mindset of internet knowledge workers
The survey participants are already aware of the culture clashes between development teams of www companies and those from the firms in the automotive
industry. In internet companies, concepts such as individuality, personal independence, purpose-driven, flexibility and reconciliation of private and professional life are highly valued, and this is expressed in the design of their working
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Customer
value

IT enabled services
are augmenting
the traditional,
product based
value stream (left
branch) with a
complementary
mode of value
creation (right
branch, red). Fig . 4

Own vehicle

On-demand

Electronics
enabled

New value stream

Service

Mobility

IT enabled

environments as well as internal and external cooperation models. It is those companies together with many new
startups who are driving the IoT. Their momentum and
start-up culture differ in traditional engineering and they
are governed by emergence and self-organisation rather
than a functional-hierarchical, top-down approach. In contrast to this, the automotive industry is still very hierarchical both within and between companies. The inevitable
necessary merger of these two cultures with different implementation velocities presents a number of challenges
for the R&D facilities in traditional automobile companies.
As these corporations grow in the field of embedded development, they will need to make themselves more attractive to IT developers and to change their culture – and
possibly their organisational structure. Companies in the
traditional automotive industry must provide an answer to
this need on an international level but the realisation may
have to be regionally differentiated.
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4.3

Business models responding to the
technological and social drivers

All survey participants agreed that the interplay of these drivers will lead to new
business models adopted in the automotive industry. The core of this opinion
is the assumption that previous approaches of generating added value will be
disruptively complemented by many possibilities and indeed required by the internet. It has to be considered that the new area of application created by new
technologies is expected to generate a significant proportion of the revenue in
the future; revenue gained manufacturing of the physical product automobile
will be extended by a substantial new offering.
A prediction shared by the survey participants across the board is that the automotive industry will move from being heavily product-based to more service-based. These services are the major elements to provide substantial added value.
The key factor to consider here is the definition of added value for the end customer. Value will no longer be solely provided by the physical vehicle and primarily one company but predominantly by digital services offered by a network of
participating companies (see figure 4).12 An example of this is the growth of car
sharing in combination with multimodal mobility. Owning a vehicle solely for
mobility functions with the responsibility of maintaining it can ultimately only
be a compromise, when compared with the combination of car sharing and multimodal mobility ensuring that the right vehicle will always be available at the
right place. Such models break the traditional value provision relationship OEM
versus customer. The relationship is transformed from a B2C into a combination
of B2B and B2C relationships. There are also attempts for B2B services deriving
from big data analysis from vehicle data. Examples are appropriate traffic and
parking lot management based on real time data or even optimised weather forecast – car sensors are already collecting the necessary data.

Disruption: The force of the unknown13
A disruption is a sudden, unexpected deviation from an orderly sequence of events. The
reason for the disruption may not be known or it may be due to a condition that has been
considered improbable. A disruption changes the rules of game by creating a new agenda.
The incumbents‘ invest in knowledge and physical resources become obsolete. Disruption
is Schumpeter‘s Creative Destruction in pure form. New technology can be disruptive, e.g.
the magnetic data storage replaced the punch card. New business models can even be
more disruptive, e.g. music streaming services instead of selling physical recordings, either
LP records, tapes or CDs. In this case, classic industry rules are no longer applicable.
A disruption may occur when the industry‘s rate of product innovation is higher than what
the customers really need. This gap allows market entrants to develop substitutes for
existing offers. Typically, these substitutes are combining a technological innovation with a
new service. In a mature sector such as the automotive one disruptors may not address the
superior product. From the consumer‘s perspective the simpler product is the better one if
only a specific feature is needed. Focussing on this need the disruptor sometimes creates
a new market. By this he replaces the incumbents with both, their technologies and their
business models.
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In addition to the changes resulting from the stronger focus on services, the complexity of new business models
is being compounded by regional differences that may accelerate or slow down the progress of their deployment.
Examples for this are regulation, demographic changes,
urbanisation and multimodal traffic.
It is important to note that this focus on services enables
both established companies and new industry entrants to
access new customer segments with IT enabled services
primarily associated with mobility? Data obtained by sensors and services in the vehicle will be used by services
not linked or only indirectly connected to actual mobility
(e.g. health services, environmental protection, etc.) as illustrated in figure 4.

Analytics

Global reach
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Digital world

Digital service

Level 4

Customer
value

Connectivity

Customer value in
a digital business
world consists
of a couple of
levels from both
worlds, digital and
physical [Fleisch
2014]. Fig. 5
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What will the industry look like in the future?
Before going into the future of electronics development in detail, we need to
take a look at the changes occurring in the industry as a whole. A good starting
point for this is to observe the fundamental and sustainable changes happening
in other industries as a result of the possibilities accomplished by the internet.
The noticeable crucial aspect here is that the internet is a horizontal technology
that already has caused an enormous shift in customer behaviour and potentially
affects all stages of the related value chain.14
According to the survey participants, it is to be assumed that we will see something similar happening in the automotive industry. The appropriate question
here was who will be affected and how much it will affect them. The discussions
with the survey participants yielded to no clear answer – and not to be the sole
much of a surprise. It was also to be expected that the representatives of any
group (OEM, tier-1, tier-2, incumbents outside the sector and newcomers), expect
the biggest, most fundamental changes will mainly affect the other groups.
When observing the changes that have occurred in other industries, it becomes
apparent that increasing levels of digitisation are changing value creation. For
example, in the past musicians earned their income primarily from the sale of
records; concerts were less important. Today however, the sale of records is no
longer the only channel as streaming services are gaining ground and the emotional experience is more highly valued. The record industry has been turned into
the music industry – characterised by new market players. The telecommunications industry tells a similar story. Making a phone call is now just one of many
communication channels provided by todays smartphones. Free or freemium
internet-based services are becoming increasingly common. The developments
in the music and the communications industries have sparked the emergence
of completely new enterprises which generate a significant proportion of each
industry’s revenue.

The impact of E/E architecture to the industry
Conway’s Law is well applicable on complex system as on-board electronics: In 1968 the
computer scientist Melvin E. Conway recognized in his work that organisational operating
structures determine the actual achieved results. To develop electronic systems on defined
targets, the R&D department should be structured accordingly to the product to be.
This inter-dependency is highly valid for future market key players. With the integration of
cars into the IoT and the key influence of server-based business models, a new horizontal
operating electric and electronic E/E architecture needs to be installed within automotives.
This reference model is detailed further in chapter 5.1.
• Connected architectural layer   Software and Hardware losely coupled with
physical behaviour (e.g.: infotainment, driving strategy).
• Physical architectural layer   Software and Hardware tightly coupled with
physical behaviour (e.g.: powertrain, body).
This horizontal automotive architecture changes the structure of R&D departments and is
already in operation with key players and their sector architecture.
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Physical devices with integrated services retain their function. Yet market success or failure is determined by how
well they are supporting a comprehensive user experience: Cars have to be seamlessly meshed to other service
elements in the digital value chain. this comprehensive
user experience will be the dominant unique selling proposition in the future automotive industry.
this opinion on the industry’s future assumes that the way
of creating value in the automotive sectors will change
fundamentally – selling vehicles was yesterdays business.
this is analogue to the occurred transformations in other
sectors after digitalisation changed the game. figure 6
visualizes the iot enabled digital services as a new value
creation level overlaying a three tier model representing
today’s industry behaviour. this has significant consequences for all levels and the stakeholders within them.
the four columns on the right indicate some of the resulting scenarios of embedding vehicles in the service world
of the internets.
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The players and their roles in the sector

IT-Player

Functions

Systems

Parts

The survey participants expect the changes caused by the vehicle to become a
part of the IoT are not only confined to the digital services level.
Digital services level This level generates a large proportion of added value. It
was therefore not surprising to learn that many interviewees from tier-1 companies, OEMs and IoT companies were keen to position themselves on this level
in particular. Which of the scenarios will ultimately prevail remains open. The
respondents’ opinions on this matter are differing widely. OEM representatives
predict a strong OEM presence at this level while other respondents assume that
OEMs will only play a role if they manage to position themselves quickly. This
however, is seen to be unlikely. The respondents outside the automotive industry think that the digital service level will probably be dominated by the current
internet giants.
Functions level This level has traditionally been the home turf of the carmakers. The survey participants expect that the accelerating increase of complexity
and dynamics of ever shorter response times will lead to a different division of
labour. The required organisational growth in development competence and capability cannot generally proceed at an arbitrary rate. This means that the core
of the OEM’s attention needs to shift to the IoT enabled digital services level. It
is therefore predicted that carmakers will transfer some function development
domains to large tier-1 companies. This will introduce new fields of activity and
business for both the OEMs and the tier-1. The OEMs may get a respite to enhance activities at the next level. To be successful in their new role, tier-1 companies
will have to establish greater integration, verification and validation capabilities
at function level. Many tier-1 companies are currently structured accordingly to
the lines of (sub-) systems: Powertrain, body, electronics, interior, etc.. In the future they will need to be more effective and dynamic in establishing the required
structures and processes across business boundaries.
(Sub-)system level The survey participants agree that this level will be particularly affected by the changes arising from the emergence and deployment of the
connected layer. The R&D efforts for the systems making up this layer are highly
software – and data – intensive. Large internet companies have already begun to
push their way into this segment. These systems also represent the main interfaces used by vehicle occupants – and this is a key interface to influence the quality
of the user experience. The interviewees have the opinion that both automotive
incumbents and new market entrants understand the importance of this interface, yet it is not clear who – if any – might dominate.
Parts level The interviewees expect considerable changes to take place at the
parts level the increasing pressure to standardise parts and those companies
beginning to develop and manufacture electronic components for the connected
architectural layer who have so far belonged to the domain of consumer electronics. This trend can already be observed today and is set to become considerably
more widespread over the next few years. Established automotive companies in
this segment will have to respond to this commodisation and the associated cost
pressure. A second wave is predicted which will also affect the manufacture of
electronics for the physical layer.
All four types of consortia could easily coexist, according to the specific value
proposition of the consortium leader who offers the comprehensive customer
experience. There will also be significant regional differences due to different
requirements in rural districts of emerging markets than in megacities.
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From OEM Push to Consumer Pull
Today’s manufactures develop a product, produce it and push
the result into the market. Marketing campaigns are designed
to convince consumers to buy the product.
Internet economy works differently. Due to factors such as
the open source community and the maker movement, plenty
of developers and engineers are co-developing products and
services. Additional functions are developed or new services
are deployed to augment the original product.
Take the example of smartphones. Customers can choose
among myriads of apps being developed in the crowd. Co-creation by the crowd makes the apps attractive to the masses.
This is called the pull principle. The interesting fact is that the
revenue is created in the crowd, independently from the manufacturer of the smartphone.
However, there is a prerequisite for this business. Attracting
the buyer with co-created services requires a platform that is
attractive to external developers as well. See the digital services level in figure 6. Implementing and managing this platform is a new key role for a brand in the digital services level.
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Hypotheses about E/E‘s future

I

Value creation

n the survey, the participants used the business drivers and models to formulate a series of assumptions. We summarised these assumptions into six key
hypotheses.

Service
• added
value
Service
• vehicle
Revenue
driver
Mobility
• on-demand
Mobility in a value
added environment
will become the future
customer experience.
This shift transforms
the industry‘s revenue
stream as well: Digital
services will yield
continuous earnings,
not selling cars as a
physical device in a
single transaction.
Fig. 7
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Mobility
• owned
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Hypothesis

Explanation

1. Increasingly
divergent customer
needs will
necessitate greater
flexibility and
shorter response
times.

New customer segments
will result in different
business models and
introduce new players
to the industry. There
will therefore be a need
for greater flexibility and
shorter response times.

2. As R&D becomes
more important,
so will knowledge
capital.

Self-organised know-how
will be the future capital
in a highly differentiated
industry with business
and development covering the vehicle’s entire
lifetime.

3. Functionality
will become
increasingly
emergent –
pull not push.

Ongoing and unpredictable extensions to vehicle
functionality are creating
a continuous revenue
stream after SOP. The impact on the carmaker‘s revenue will be higher than
from selling vehicles.

4. Vehicle electronic
architectures will
change radically.

As electronic architectures become more horizontal services and vehicle functionality will be
continuously upgraded.

5. Hardware will be
standardised.

Standardisation will lead
to greater cost efficiency
and make it easier to add
extensions of functionalities even after SOP.

The new requirements
will mean that a vehicle
can only function properly by interacting with
other systems – the car
thus becomes a subsystem within a larger
system.
The consequences of these hypotheses will have a fundamental impact on electronics development in the affected
organisations.
6. There will be a
move from having a
system to a system
of systems.
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#1: Increasingly divergent customer needs
Divergent customer demands are creating a heterogeneous industry with a variety of business models. Depending on the customer value proposition, this facilitates offerings as low-cost solutions, segment-focussed branding and Mobility
on Demand. The ability to form new networks quickly and efficiently and work
effectively with everyone else to develop products and services will become a
core competency for R&D organisations, requiring appropriate versatility in their
processes, infrastructure, technologies and culture.

#2: Knowledge capital will become more important
One consequence of connecting vehicles to the IoT is that the proportion of
the overall cost framework taken up by the cost of developing electronics will
grow. The main reasons for this are the increasing complexity of electronics, the
concept of continuous development and the fact that electronics and software
in particular are playing an ever-increasing role in creating value. Cultural and
human factors will become even more important in the future. Systematically
tapping into the sources of these factors globally, creating employee loyalty by
developing and inspiring staff will be crucial for the continued success of organisations. The importance of these considerations is underpinned by trends as the
New Work demographic change and the need for the ability to develop products
in a global network that are nonetheless customised for local markets and specific niches (›glocalisation‹).1

#3: Consumers‘ pull not carmakers‘ push
Today’s OEMs design a car and push the result in the market. They define vehicle’s expected performance before SOP. They make relatively modest adjustments
to this definition when updating the model throughout its lifetime. In the internet
world, contrary, myriads of freelance developers are co-creating new functionalities. There is a wide range of functionalities implemented eventually – shopping,
accommodation and sightseeing information about the passengers destination,
individual engine sounds or entertainment in an augmented environment. These
continuous contributions of the crowd – the pull stream – are enhancing the value
proposition of connected devices. Some attempts have been made to allow the
car‘s functionality to be expanded after release. Being able to continually adjust
a vehicle’s functionality and the services it provides, including the facility to integrate with a growing range of functions offered by third-party suppliers – will
become necessary – and this over the vehicle's lifetime. All participants agree on
this. The implications for E/E range from continuous development to sufficient
hardware capacities to host these functionalities.

Organisation
The term is deliberately used in its most general form – not restricted to a department of
a corporation or other legal unit. Instead, our frame of reference describes any entity with
the purpose of value creation: This is where engineers are collaborating, for example a
temporary value creation network across the boundaries of corporations and sectors. It is
the organisations‘s role within such a consortium that is relevant.
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#4: E/E architectures will change radically
Service-oriented architectures (SOA) 2 will become a key
technology. Everyone agrees that at the very least the
connected layer will become horizontal, in particular those
electronic components, which interact closely with both
internets – the world wide web and the IoT. (Please refer
to section 5.1 Changes of E/E architecture for details). This
layer offers services to meet the need arising from the pull
of the internet on a functional level. The traditional vehicle electronics governing the actual driving physics will be
located and encapsulated in the physical layer. New drive
technologies as electric may imply that even at this physical layer more abstract architectures including SOA orientation will be required. SOA is therefore more an approach
to a solution, rather than an independent technological driver. This is not meant to belittle the substantial contribution to development know-how by the SOA field.

#5: Individual hardware components will be
standardised
Electronic components whose functionality do not require highly specialised hardware components or interfaces
(for example headunits, tuners, infotainment in general
and a centralised driver assistance system) will become
more standardised. Among other things, this will make it
easier to extend their operational software to cover the life
cycle of a vehicle. Standardised hardware will also enable
developers to concentrate on more specialised R&D work
and will make the hardware architecture more robust. This
has major implications for automobile companies. In particular, when purchasing these components, they will need
to employ the new business models. They should not use
SOP and the provided functionality at this point as the base
for cost optimisation.

#6: System of systems as a complexity driver
In the future, vehicles will be dependent on their ability
to constantly interact with other systems to deliver full
functionality. The vehicle infrastructure, telecommunications infrastructure and other integrated backend systems,
as the IoT, are developing into sub systems within larger
systems. Future mobility services will be implemented by
such systems of systems. These systems will ultimately
provide the functionality advertised and sold by automobile manufacturers to their customers. These systems can
also be seen as cyber-physical systems, as they connect to
the physical world with feedback loops.
The implications for R&D work are enormous. A system
of systems of the size required here cannot be completely
and precisely specified by a closed set of requirements. It
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evolves dynamically through feedback loops some of which will cause it to be
continually developed by different stakeholder groups. These groups may all be
pursuing different interests, but the resulting system must not only remain functional, but also grow. This requires changing traditional formalised workflows
and hierarchies.

A multiple set of
direct and indirect
requirements is to be
mastered within all
E/E dimensions, from
system‘s architecture
via the organisation
itself to their
processes. Fig. 8
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How will the future‘s
E/E organisation look like?
When examining the compound effect of the drivers, the
formulated hypotheses, the changes in business models
and vertical position shifts in the levels of the value creation network, it becomes obvious that vehicle electronics development is facing a period of enormous change.
This change will not only occur in organisations but predominantly in an increasingly networked environment.
The areas affected by these changes are organisational
structure and culture, processes (workflows) and products
(product architectures), the dimensions of change. Under
the aspect of the principle that form follows function, the
question then arises as to how E/E product architecture
will look like in the future, and how this will shape organisational structures and R&D processes. The current analysis has delivered a number of challenges and requirements
that successful E/E development organisations will have to
master or fulfil. Figure 8 lists these requirements.
• Direct requirements tend to influence just one
of the change dimensions (i.e. E/E product
architecture, organisational structures or
processes) but the other dimensions will need to be
adapted accordingly.
• General requirements, such as functional safety,
resilience and efficiency, will impact on all change
dimensions of an E/E organisation, though they
will still be closely linked to just one of the three
dimensions. Significant changes to any one of the
three dimensions will always cause changes the
other two as well.
Within the scope of this survey, the anchors in this triumvirate are the changes in the architecture. Trends such as
embedding vehicles in the IoT / connectivity, automated
driving and e-mobility have a significant impact on product architectures. On the basis of new business models
they will lead to changes in organisational structures, cultures and processes. Security demands are illustrating this
sequence of change from architecture via organisation to
the processes: Security developes into an extremely important consideration once vehicles are connected to the
internet in particular, as they suddenly become subject to
all the cyber threats we are familiar with. This requires new
architectures as shells and layers, firewalls and virus scanners and this in turn impacts organisational aspects (for
example the need to create relevant units and structures)
and alters processes (for example to handle keys securely).
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From architectural changes to organisational transformations
The changes in the system‘s architecture will affect the organisational structures
and culture, processes and general conditions (figure 9).
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transformation:
Changes are triggered
by architecture.
After affecting
organisational aspects
processes are also
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Changes of E/E architecture

Conway’s law describes dependencies between architecture and organisation in
particular, stating that »organizations which design systems […] are constrained
to produce designs which are copies of the communication structures of these
organizations«.3
This is an effect that has been repeatedly referred to in discussions with the
survey participants. Electrical and electronics development in the vehicle will diverge more clearly into two areas in the future. The model used here to illustrate
this fact is a horizontal layer model. It essentially separates an external world
that is regarded as comparatively insecure from a core in which functionality and
integrity can be safely guaranteed in all circumstances. As illustrated in figure
10, both layers communicate with each other in a secure manner, although the
physical layer has the ability to independently check information and instructions
from the connected layer (e.g. in relation to driving strategies).
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Connected layer
A horizontal
architectural
model: Two
loosely coupled
layers adress
different
functionalities.
The business
culture in the
responsible R&D
units will be
different. Fig. 10

• SW & HW   Losely coupled with physical behaviour
(e.g.: infotainment, driving strategy)
• Culture  Cooperation in open networks: Velocity first
secure &
smart

Physical layer
• SW & HW   Tightly coupled with physical behaviour
(e.g.: powertrain, body)
• Culture  Closer to the traditional systems engineering

The horizontal layer model used here illustrates and explains some of the key aspects, ushering in a new era of
architecture (fig. 11).
• Physical layer   The physical layer delivers a
comparatively small number of readily available
and secured basic functions. These functions
(e.g. chassis, drive and body functions) are very
tightly coupled to the physical behaviour of each
particular vehicle and have a significant influence
on the vehicle’s safety. The elements in this layer
are not connected to the internet but instead
communicating with the higher connected layer via
a gateway/firewall which we call a secure & smart
connection. Should a corruption of the connected
layer be detected, the physical layer will cut the
connection and resort to its basic functionality.
This basic functionality largely corresponds to
the one already present in today’s vehicles. It is
characterised by being available for use without
needing a connection to the outside world.
• Connected layer   The physical layer is
complemented by a connected layer. This layer
delivers functions that first do not need to be
coupled directly to the vehicle’s physical systems
and second tend to be more closely connected
to both internets and digital environments.
Infotainment must surely represent a prime
example of a function in this category, while other
example functions as driving strategy calculation
are closely linked to backend systems. Given the
element of connectivity, the systems, services
and functions of the connected layer are more
susceptible to attack.
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Separating these architectural layers as proposed in our model allows:
• The functions in the physical layer are very tightly coupled with the
mechanical and hydraulic world of the drive and chassis functions; these
will remain comparatively stable over a vehicle‘s lifetime. Development
activity after SOP will focus primarily on fixing faults. The challenges
in the physical layer stem from the increasing complexity of the
powertrains, the demands of accident prevention, and automated driving.
• The connected layer is exposed to direct attacks from the internet. It
therefore seems prudent not to locate safety systems there. This layer
typically delivers functions that consumers in the vehicle experience
directly, and which can therefore be compared to other connected devices
such as smartphones. Therefore this layer is in a constant state of flux as
internet trends come and go. The internet‘s culture of co-creation of value
demands a large amount of development work to be actively continued
beyond SOP. R&D teams engaged on this layer will therefore follow
different paradigms to those working on the physical layer.

Overall architecture is
gaining in importance,
with the need for
appropriate action
that this implies. The
era of the cable, BUS
standard and ECU will
be followed by the era
of service-oriented
architectures
[Bernard 2011].4 Fig. 11

Complexity and number of functions

Overall, this also means that the architectures will develop along different lines.
We are expecting the connected layer to focus more on internet-related, i.e. service-oriented architectures, the strengths which lie in being flexible and easy to
expand. The physical layer, by contrast, will still continue to depend on traditional, component-oriented architectures for a long time to come. Confidence in
the safety of existing systems is enough on its own to hinder rapid change, even
though given the open structures of the internet in its current form, this confidence is not necessarily justified.

Cable age
~ 40 years

Buses & ECU age
~ 26 years

Services age
~ 17 years

centralised
ICT archicture
Cloud- /
swarm-oriented
ICT archicture

Effective complexity
CAN as
Bus standard

ABS market
introduction
one millionth
VW‘s ›Beetle‹
rolled off the
assembly
line

1955

1965

70 ECU

Required complexity
(number of functions)

43 ECU
VW‘s ›Passat‹
with 10 ECU
1975

1985
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5.2

Changes to organisational structures

The organisational structures do not merely react passively to changing architecture but actually drive further
changes themselves. With the globalisation of R&D work
and the commencement of knowledge workers who require new management styles, organisations are being pushed to adapt accordingly. In particular, flexible, self-organised teams will replace rigid, hierarchical structures and
will shape the corporate cultures and management styles
in R&D. In addition, as teams become more international,

Privacy and security
In the past, each vehicle was an individual, proprietary platform. The lack of external interfaces shielded vehicles from the
challenges of leaked information – privacy – and unauthorized
access – security. Vehicular connectivity changes this situation
completely. The survey participants highlighted the need for:
• Data protection   As all mission critical information
is readily available and for operational reasons
needs to be easy to access inside the system, there
is a growing need to maintain privacy to prevent
access or use of this information by unauthorized
parties. Linked to this is the need to keep this
information secure.
• Anti-fraud protection   Any vehicle that is
connected to the internet can be subject to cyberattacks. In addition to data protection, anti-fraud
protection is therefore becoming an increasingly
important feature of any software function.
The core issue of both is that something regarded as secure at
the time of development is highly likely to become insecure at
a later point in its life cycle. This represents a fundamental difference to any other R&D task so far – previously it has been
entirely adequate to analyse a system during development
and then to construct it accordingly (incl. functional safety).
Up until now the level of monitoring over lifetime conducted
during the life cycle of production and service has so far been
relatively selective. It has focussed on specific properties of
these systems, which are regarded as vulnerable at development time. However, to ensure the security of a connected car,
constant and comprehensive monitoring is needed, coupled
with the ability to counter any attacks with appropriate speed.
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aspects such as risk and error tolerance will change. This will also have an effect
on product architectures and processes which will need to be altered to accommodate the new organisational structures.
Another driver is a consequence of the increasing necessity for companies to be
able to form networks quickly and effectively. The connected layer and the fact
that vehicles are being embedded in the IoT with the resulting emergent services, create a need to implement changes to products and services quickly and
flexibly. Partnerships must be able to achieve fast results. Flexible and adaptive
organisational structures based on self-organised teams offer some significant
benefits in terms of the companies line-up.5

5.3

Processes

Changes of processes

Processes ensure the safe and efficient product development within the specified organisational structures. There are two opposing drivers in this area and
they will need to be interlinked far more closely in the future than it is currently
the case. On the one hand, flexibility and velocity implies that processes must
be fast and adaptable, while on the other the growing criticality of functionality
(automated driving coupled with a need for high levels of security) demands
that the architecture and its implementation as well as protection is as secure as
possible. In the future, the maturity of process application will be measured on
how well an organisation is able to balance these opposing requirements. One
aspect of the solution is to disengage from rigid process patterns in the sense of
›one size fits all‹ and select the process modules for each particular problem in a
more decentralised manner. However, this will still require a robust framework
within which the modified process patterns can still have the desired effect, even
in cross-team cooperation. Organisations will need to demonstrate a high level
of process expertise and discipline as well as set up and set and monitor clear
priorities. Data from the respondents do not reveal any major surprises regarding to the short-term future. Agile processes – including their lean adaptations
– are being ever more widely used and expected to become mainstream within
the next five years. Continuous integration, test automation, retrospectives and
other methods and practices are listed as core components of future R&D activities. The core topics listed are the overall complexity of requirements (system
of systems) and how to handle verification and validation to assure a product
or service not only throughout development but to safeguard these throughout
their lifetime. The development organisation will need to cooperate more closely
and openly with each other to address these topics. Top-down, the functional-hierarchical approach will not work. In terms of the requirements, the traditional
workflow with specification sheets will need to be supplemented by standardised interfaces across organisations and by specifying the behaviour of partner
systems in the network. Openness and trust are the basic properties co-creation
requires. Continuous development and continuous integration meet continuous
verification and validation.
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T

he survey participants all agree on that R&D organisations in the future will
be part of a network of companies and consortiums. Furthermore, this network has to be able to respond dynamically and resiliently to changing customer
and market requirements. This view is consistently corroborated by other studies which we have analysed in this survey. Every R&D organisation will therefore have to anticipate the challenges and fields of action that will be required.
They will need to agree on and implement essential changes to their organisational culture and structures, development processes and electronic architectures,
both within their own companies and in cooperation with others. Companies
must work to maintain a balance of competencies in each of these areas as they
change and evolve. The following table (page 45) displays the key challenges and
corresponding fields of action identified by the interviewees for each of the three
areas of electronics development. It should be noted that although the challenges will have a particularly strong influence on one specific area in practice they
will impact the others as well. We shall return to this interrelation in chapter 8.
As already described, key elements highlighted during the survey which will shape vehicle electronics in the future are automated driving and connectivity to
both internets, the world wide web and the IoT. Automated driving massively
increases the safety requirements and need to manage complexity, particularly
with regard to verification. Integration into the IoT changes safety requirements
and demands speed in development, flexibility, work in networks of organisations, and above all the ability to continue developing a product after SOP. The
pull principle also becomes stronger (please refer to box Pull not Push in chapter
5). These changes will have an enormous impact on vehicle electronics development in the future.
Some core characteristics of electronics development in the future can already
be predicted:
• The pull principle will dominate
This is already the case in the internet environment. Internet companies
are creating open platforms and ecosystems, decisions are being led by
the market. Often new companies come into existence when a platform
is developed and deployed to provide services for this platform. The
concept of working in ecosystems is a common model.
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• The value of information will be
linked to its availability
Data only has value if it can be used by internet
services. The emergence of such services will
generally not be synchronised to the SOPs of
vehicles. It would be an advantage for OEMs
to be able to expand vehicle functions after the
vehicle has been sold, so that the vehicles at the
delivery stage can be upgraded to provide the
data required for the internet services. This will
increase the useable data pool and the possibilities
to validate the data. In the end this will increase the
opportunities for commercial use of the data by the
data owners.1
• Continuous development as a
response to service-orientation
SOP oriented development in which development
is meant to be finished by the SOP, will become
less important than the continuous development
of vehicle functionality beyond SOP. This will be
particularly true for the connected layer which is
relatively independent of the physical functions of
the actual vehicle. This form of development will
require standardised hardware with reserves and
architectures which can be easily extended to keep
up with changes in the internet and comply with the
applicable IoT standards and protocols.
• New architectures will create new flexibility
Current E/E vehicle architectures are still generally
component-based. Software and hardware are
tailored to each other based on local optimisation
needs. A particular component is usually associated
with an optional customer function. Cost is one
reason for this: should the customer decide not to
buy that particular option, the relevant component
can easily be omitted. Cost is also the reason
electronic hardware resources of integrated
minimalist components. There will be a narrow
margin for the correction of any defects but
virtually no resources for expanding functionality.
Assuming that in the future the functionality
of a vehicle will be expanded significantly over
its lifetime, its hardware will need to possess
sufficiently large reserves to a limited extent, offer
enough functionality and/or have the capacity
for expansion at the time of production. This will
facilitate the development of architectures which
separate from built-in hardware and wiring system
architecture and offer basic services that are used
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Main impact on

Fields of action
Assuring vehicle
functionality

ARCH.

ORG.

Explanation
• Processing extremely large volumes of data
• Early, high test coverage, continuous integration
• Close cooperation in the value creation network

PROC.

• Increasing complexity: system of systems
Networked
cooperation inside
the company

• Integrated teams with shared objectives

Cross-company
agility

• Scaled cooperation

• Developing domain competency
• Local customer interface
• Collaborative management with
decentralised responsibility
• Shared repository

Weaknesses detection
in the network

• Continuous delivery and evaluation

Providing services
not functions

• Merging IT and embedded software

• Short change cycles

• Continuous user experience
• Perpetual beta
• Cross-functional engineering teams

Continuous
development

• Flexible organisation

Open source and
inner source

• Ensuring functional security

Managers and
knowledge workers

• Empowerment rather than command & control

Velocity over efficiency

• Developing both architectural layers

• Dedicated maintenance teams
• Cross-functional collaboration
• Intercultural competence
• Speeding up throughput

Security

• Resilent organisational culture
• Security over the lifecycle
• Standardisation and transparency

Procurement

• Providing hardware with capacity buffers

New forms of
organisation

• Cross-functional collaboration instead of the
incumbents‘ traditional department structures
(body, electrics, interior and powertrain)
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by other function blocks both in and outside the
vehicle. It seems likely that a separation of data,
function and interface according to the architecture
and design pattern Model-View-Controller (MVC),
will also become predominant at the level of the
entire system and is already widely used.
• Hardware will be standardised in many areas
As a consequence of the fact that the hardware will
have more reserves and that the new architectures
will abstract away from it, it will become possible
to segment the hardware that many of the vehicle’s
electronic components (connected layer) can
be supplied by standardised components not
associated with a particular function. Higher costs
resulting from providing the necessary reserves
can thus be offset by ordering larger quantities and
using other, cheaper suppliers.
• The number of variants will be reduced to
facilitate product and service assurance
The effort for product and service assurance
rises significantly with the increased complexity.
The continuous development needs to be
complemented by a lifetime verification and
validation effort. Reduction of variants through
standardised hardware best practice design
patterns such as the MVC approach, will be
intensified. The growth of the assurance effort
drives standardisation and commoditisation.

6.1

Assuring the quality of software-		
intensive vehicle functionality

R&D organisations in the automotive sector are facing a
rapid increase in complexity. Automated driving is a significant contributor here. In particular, there will be a
disproportionate increase in the development effort for
developing image processing sensors, the components
that use their data and actuators to actively control driving
behaviour. This all contributes to a massive rise in quality
assurance efforts.
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The key factors for this are:
• Big data can provide advantages in functionality but big data also
represents both threats and opportunities in terms of functional safety
The needed environmental sensors, e.g. for automated driving (video,
radar, LIDAR, etc.), require adaptive algorithms in addition to purely
software-based functions. Their behaviour is not purely deterministic. To
be able to adequately assess the behaviour of these systems, we need to
confront them with a very wide range of complex driving situations and
evaluate their responses. This requires extremely large volumes of data,
with correspondingly complex structures. Yet it must also be possible
to access and process them quickly. This places large demands on the
organisation of data and infrastructure. Terabytes of input data need to
be processed frequently and quickly – big data in an entirely different
dimension to the customary forms of data.
• Early verification & validation will become increasingly important
The enormous increase in levels of complexity means that verification
methods based primarily on system tests will soon become completely
inadequate. The sheer volume of tests needed to be traditionally
conducted at system level would require an extraordinary amount of time
and effort. It is most important that the very early stages of development
achieve a test coverage and quality of assurance as high as possible.
Small function hubs gradually built are easier to test. The enduring
nature of this work requires continuous integration. The tool chain is
critical. Subsequent automation of unit and functional tests as broad and
extensive as possible will become a key cornerstone of future verification
strategies.
A close cooperation of the OEM with its supplier will be increasingly
important, in order to provide these abilities across organisational
boundaries with as little overlap as possible.
• Functions will also involve off-board components
Connectivity and service-orientation dictate this approach. In
combination with multi-modal approaches this implies that the
continuous end-to-end testing of these functions needs to involve
considerably more system components than today. The term used to
describe this increase in complexity is the already mentioned system of
systems, a system within a larger system. The test setups needed for
verification and validation will therefore be considerably more extensive,
and it will not be possible to realise them completely by SOP.2 When
combined with the ongoing growth in complexity and the connectivity of
the functions of the on-board components, these three factors mean that
today’s test processes will become obsolete in the foreseeable future.
New approaches based around modular architectures will be needed which are
comparably easy to test. This is another argument in favour of using service-oriented architectures in the connected layer in particular. However, development
methods will also need to focus on early verification to a much greater extent
than it is currently the case. Among other things, creating simulations of models
and interfaces, test driven development, continuous integration and test automation will play an important role in development processes.
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6.2

Internationally networked cooperation –
both in and between companies

The main reasons for internationalisation are:
• Development sites are established to ensure
proximity to customers and the market
• The development sites are intended to enable bestcost access to development resources
• The development sites are established as part of a
merger or acquisition
The participants also list the following reasons for poor
cooperation:
• Poor communication (formal and informal)
• Lack of confidence in the development capability of
other sites (no transfer of responsibility but merely
subcontractors)
• Inadequate model for cooperation
(poor choice of interfaces)
• Cultural differences
The last of these reasons, cultural differences is considered to be present in most of these international collaborations. It is even present between different organisations
and organisational units within the same geographical region. While this is a contributing factor, it is however felt
that this was not the sole deciding factor for the lack of effectiveness. This suggests that while intercultural training
and considerations have a bearing on cooperation they
are not essential elements. According to the survey participants, two different cooperation models could provide a
solution to the problem. These are:
• Integrated teams
• Development of domain competency and
transfer of responsibility
Integrated teams consist of members from at least two
sites. All team members work together towards a shared objective, with shared tasks. The tasks are shared in
such a way that no individual site can manage without the
other(s). This model demands a high level of organisation
and discipline, especially when the team members are in
different time zones, but offers the advantage of allowing
effective work on the product for a longer continuing time
on any given day by enforcing a common purpose. This
form of cooperation is supported by today’s internet-based
communication and development tools. Cultural diversity
and interdisciplinary competence are explicitly mentioned
as helpful aspects of this model, turning cultural differences into an advantage.
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The development of domain competency is a more commonplace alternative.
The crucial point here is that the key subsystems of a particular product are allocated to different sites. These sites assume long-term responsibility for these
subsystems. The advantage of this cooperation model is that intra-team communication is more effective as the most immediate team members are based at the
same site. The disadvantage is that it may be more difficult to align the interfaces
at the architecture level. This can make cooperation with the customer harder. It
will also constrain realignment of the architecture if any fundamental changes
have to be made.
These two potential solutions still need to take the customer interface into account. The responsibility and operationalisation of this interface should be local,
whenever possible. This holds for both of the mentioned approaches. It is therefore recommended that local competence be developed regardless in any case.
One final observation is that the success of (internationally) networked cooperation with local teams is strongly influenced by the company’s overall corporate
culture. A culture of openness and trust will open up more opportunities than a
hierarchical command and control culture based on fear.

6.3

Agility – both in and between companies

Agility is often associated with agile development methods and practices within
individual teams. However, as implementation speeds increase, innovation cycles become ever shorter and the competitive environment becomes more turbulent, the agility of a company itself will become increasingly important as will
agile cooperation between companies.
An agile organisation can be defined as a business system with the »ability to rapidly respond to change by adapting its initial stable configuration«.3 At the next
lower level typical characteristics of such organisations are interaction rather
than segregation, co-evolution, and self-organisation. Enabling current automotive R&D organisations to meet such characteristics requires significant effort.
Self-organisation Most R&D organisations today are based on functional-hierarchical structures. Teams get told top-down what to do, when to do it and how to
do it. However, the more complex, innovative and dynamic projects are set to fail
using this approach. Leadership and management need to empower teams and
need to change into enablers. Short feedback cycles help to keep management
and teams in synch. Teams get permission to select the method and practices
that are best suited to solve the problem as long as the chosen approach meets
the requirements of the other development partners.
Interaction Effective self-organisation requires situational awareness and interaction. Therefore the relevant information needs to be made available to the
teams. Collaboration across locations and companies needs to be enabled effectively. Roles and responsibilities need to be clearly assigned to a lower, e.g. team
level. And teams accept the responsibility to meet the commitments they made
to the other teams and management.
Co-evolution R&D organisations are not isolated. They are part of larger entities
and work with other engineering organisations. Therefore, it is important that
an agile organisation is flexible in adapting and changing to the specific environments in given projects and situations. If the human resources or purchasing
departments are not able to adapt to the needs of an R&D organisation the agility
of the R&D organisation will be limited.
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6.4

Establish trust quickly

In the past, development of products was built on partnerships that had a long time to establish collaboration
processes, relationship and ultimately trust. The principle
of indirect control by e.g., audits combined with infrequent
deliverables was typically sufficient to guarantee on-time
delivery of the desired functionality and quality at SOP.
Today and even more so in the future we will see that development is exposed to significantly higher dynamics.
Partnerships will be established quickly and for specific
purposes. The number of companies involved in developing a specific service or product increases considerably.
And companies that were not in existence a few years ago
will be contracted to develop critical (software) modules of
vehicles. In such an environment, building trust quickly is
of key importance. Organisations that do not have a legal
company structure such as open source projects are involved more often.
The key to building trust is to use delivered products as
a measure of capability. Therefore, frequent deliveries of
products and a structured approach to compare committed and delivered results help to establish regular qualified
communication, speed up learning cycles and build trust.
As a consequence the industry needs to establish methods
to structure and deploy expectations consistently and clearly in such a dynamic and complex environment and to
compare delivered results with committed results. In case
of deviations, findings need to be implemented quickly.
Therefore, retrospectives involving all development partners and focussing on product, process, and infrastructure
is key for rapid improvement and learning.

6.5

Embedded meets IT: services not functions

Another significant paradigm change is being triggered by
the service character of the internet. At the moment, all
vehicle functions tend to be implemented inside the vehicle itself and are therefore permanently available with
no operating costs for the OEM. However in the future, the
functions used by the driver will tend to be based on remote systems. In addition to raising some new issues as
security (see section 6.10), this has two core implications
for R&D work:
• The embedded parts of the functions will have
to work seamlessly and in real time with the IT
sections as well as all the other links in between.
• The service (as opposed to just one function) will
need to be available worldwide in the sense of
providing a consistent user experience.
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IT companies often work in perpetual beta, i.e. a function, product or service
is developed and put through basic tests. It is essential to have a short time to
market, which means that the test coverage for these products is usually lower
and the error rate higher than in embedded products – and much more so than
the levels currently deemed acceptable in the automotive industry. IT customers
tolerate this, accepting that ›the next update will make improvements / correct
the errors‹. In the automotive industry, however, this model is currently unacceptable. Expensive returns and damage to image are regarded as extremely negative. Another difference is that R&D work in the IT industry is not as consistently
documented, particularly as architectures often evolve organically. In addition,
R&D processes in the IT industry do not necessarily meet the software engineering standards accepted by the automotive industry.
Both sides will therefore need to make efforts to accommodate each other. OEMs
demand that a high level of quality to be in place by the SOP; this presents a challenge for the IT companies, who must accept that the OEMs need at least some
security for this deadline through the provision of appropriate transparency. At
the same time, the IT companies can also teach the OEMs and tier-1 companies
how to continue developing their functions in this system of systems once operations have started.
The same applies to developing services instead of functions. Although the term
functions is used in today’s automotive industry, the underlying model is heavily
component-based. One person, one team, on department, etc. will develop one
function, in cooperation with a development partner. An internet service, by contrast, involves a great many links in a long chain. This begins with the sensors
and components in the vehicle, includes the wireless network, which connects to
a server in a data centre (operated by a third party) and ends with the application
of the data on the server and, potentially a website – but then it returns to the
vehicle, to the actuator. This involves a large number of different parties and a
problem with just one party will affect the entire service. Today’s development
models need to expand to allow for this. The current focus on developing functions will have to be complemented by a higher level focussed on developing
services. There is therefore a need to set up multi-functional teams in the design
stage and to expand the teams operating during simultaneous engineering. At
the same time, integration and verification processes also need to be broadened
to include the service aspects.
Another significant challenge of service-orientation is the closeness to the customer that it entails. This is something that has not generally featured in traditional
development processes and it will necessitate new roles and processes along
with other, non-technological competencies.
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dramatically:
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6.6

Continuous development

The trends outlined above imply that the idea of continuous
development is becoming more important. The automotive
industry is currently dominated almost entirely by SOP-focussed and therefore project-based R&D work. However,
in terms of software – especially the less hardware-dependent software – the future model will increasingly be
that of the continuous development of functionality over
a vehicle’s lifetime. This will require a different software
architecture displaying greater abstraction from the hardware and less dependency on components. This approach
will enable the business models and ease deadline pressure during development (thereby indirectly ensuring that
capacities are utilised in a more balanced manner). Any
significant updates to functionality over a vehicle’s lifetime
will provide the OEMs with the opportunity to generate revenue with those throughout the vehicle’s entire life cycle.
The implications this has for R&D units are enormous. This
implies a move away from large projects towards a R&D
work more task-based and focussed on smaller chunks of
work. Hence, this shift prefers enhancing rather than redelop (figure 12). Two forms of organisation would appear to
facilitate this manner of working:
• An extension of today‘s dominance of large projects
with smaller and faster projects.
• An extension of the currently often matrix-based
organisations to include dedicated maintenance
teams or to support continual development.
Should companies decide to add a maintenance team to
their project development work they will need to make arrangements for appropriate handovers.
Both forms of organisation offer greater potential for globalisation as the simple process structure and more balanced distribution of development tasks reduce the need
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for communication. The difficulties lie in the fact that they will make managing
the different configurations and versions more complex, and increase the outlay
needed for compatibility tests.
However, this change is not one that the companies are likely to introduce proactively; it is far more likely to subtly creep in instead. It is important to be aware
of this change and respond to it appropriately, so that one’s company can be
enabled to adapt to it (willingness and ability to change).

6.7

Qualifiable open source and inner source

The development of cost-effective, optimised and secure systems is and will remain a strong driver in the automotive industry. This, together with the inevitable
rise in productivity, means that we expect the automotive industry to start up and
drive forward more open source initiatives with a focus on safety functions over
the next 15 years. Challenge #1 for open source use is currently the issue of functional safety. Some efforts to resolve this are in progress (e.g. Automotive Linux)
but there has as yet been no real breakthrough. In particular, there is no definitive
answer for the issues concerning development processes, the aspect of safety
culture or the accompanying documentation. We are nonetheless hopeful that
progress will be made during the period covered by this survey. Ultimately, even
for those electronics and software programmes that are tightly coupled to physical vehicle behaviour, the operating systems, middleware and communication
offer no competitive advantages. The often-quoted barrier software quality is in
our opinion not a valid one. A range of comparisons between open source and
embedded code has been conducted with safety in mind, and it has been found
that open source code usually performs better. One of these comparisons is the
›Coverty Scan Report‹,4 commissioned several years ago by the US Department
of Homeland Security.
Inner source is an aspect that could potentially have a much greater effect on
R&D units around the world, yet is currently rarely discussed. Inner source is the
term used to describe the practice of applying the organisational and working
principles of open source communities to the R&D units within the automotive
industry. The potential this approach has to increase productivity and make intercontinental and intercultural cooperation more effective makes it highly relevant for the future. Despite its obvious benefits5 there has barely been any effort
made to employ it so far. There are two barriers preventing its implementation:
• Strict deadlines Open source development is not driven by strict
deadlines to the same extent that development in the automotive industry
is. The shift to a continuous development of systems less tightly coupled
to physical vehicle behaviour makes SOP deadlines less important.
• Hierarchies and stovepipes   Both play a very strong role in the
automotive industry of today. To foster the challenges of cooperation
in a value creation network, management styles will necessarily
become more collaborative. Traditional division into body, electrics,
and powertrain recedes in the face of connectivity and international/
intercultural development becomes more standard.
However, we believe that both of these obstacles will become smaller, thereby
enabling companies to apply inner source principles as well. The magnitude of
organisational change required leads us to predict that within the next ten years
inner source will not be generally accepted to a level that a substantial compo-
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nent of R&D work will be conducted based on inner source
principles. As the automotive industry gains more experience this may accelerate.
Qualifiable open source This is open source with a generalisation of the four eyes principle to many eyes for critical
systems. Open would be not just the source software but
also the documentation, development process, verification, documentation, tools and most importantly, the safety
case. The development of the open European Train Control
Systems (openETCS) uses related practices.

6.8

Management and knowledge worker

The future management styles in organisations developing
automobile electronics, especially for the connected layer,
will differ significantly from the more hierarchical style
that is predominant today. There are a number of influences driving this. Along with increasing internationalisation
and the wide range of different cultures that businesses
have to accommodate as a result, the main ones are the reducing time-to-market and the increasing complexity. The
net result of this will be that more responsibility and decision-making competence is devolved to agile (and other)
teams. Another factor will be the closer cooperation with
large software companies from the internet domain which

Velocity in different sectors
Velocity is the speed of development and is related to the time-to-market (TTM): the higher
the velocity of the development the shorter the time-to-market of the product or service.
Velocity is measured during the development iterations. The velocity achievable by a development team depends on the capabilities of the team and the complexity of the task at
hand, and on the organisational culture. The trend to more frequent releases with shorter
development cycles makes velocity an important concept.
• Development organisations, especially those working in the connected
architectural layer (see section 5.1) will work in close cooperation with
development partners in a network, including IT and internet companies. More
and shorter cycles of development are the trend. For the developers must
feel enabled and empowered by the organisation. Self-organisation on such a
foundation is a precondition for significant velocity improvements.
• Velocity contributes to a new understanding of development cost. The
competitive edge in a dynamic market of short release cycles is the capability
to higher velocity at equal quality. Velocity dominates over cost efficiency.
Innovative products and services with evolutionary architectures are required to
achieve high velocities.
The culture of a high-velocity R&D organisation favours delivery effectiveness over cost
efficiency.
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are already practising different working and management styles. Even if inner
source will not become the dominant working style over the next few years, it
will gradually become more common and this will foster greater autonomy.
Overall, management in the future will need to be less controlling operations and
more enabling self-organising teams. Developing the competence of individuals and the organisation, creating options, helping to overcome resistance and
removing barriers will become the focus of management instead of the functional-hierarchical approach. There is plenty of evidence that this increases innovation capability and productivity. This is one of the key culture changes required
for the traditional automotive companies.

6.9

Velocity (rather than efficiency)

An essential skill that R&D units will need to master in the future is the ability to
be able to modify existing products at a rapid pace. This will be particularly true
for functions in the connected layer. Management agility at an organisational level and the capability for continuous development are preconditions to succeed
here. To serve continuous development with high velocity R&D organisations
involved in electronics development will set up dedicated teams that will specifically focus on further developing existing products during their lifetime.
Shorter life cycles are reducing the remaining time span for gaining revenue.
This also causes a paradigm shift in the way in which R&D costs are viewed. At
the moment, the R&D costs focus on unit cost, and it will take a great deal of effort to reduce this. In the future, the capacity to work flexibly and quickly, especially when reconfiguring developments on the moving object will be a core mark
of quality in R&D units, as the greatest profit margins will no longer be generated
by the cheapest units but by the fastest ones.

6.10

Security – not only a product or service issue

Security is a key concern in all R&D work and will become much more important in the future. Unlike functional safety, it presents a challenge that demands
close attention throughout product/service lifetime. The frequency at which new
viruses and other malware appear in software in the internet world is a clear
indicator of the risk of connectivity. In addition to architectures of products and
services the organisational and procedural aspects of security are therefore also
highly significant. This fact will have a sustained impact on R&D activities.
The security aspect of architectures has already been covered by a great many
papers. In this survey, we therefore focus on one specific factor that highlights
the cultural element of security. One common approach to ensuring system security is to keep the security mechanisms secret. However, this is the weaker
approach compared to open security. The National Institute of Standards and
Technology is one of several US government institutions to conclude that »system security should not depend on the secrecy of the implementation or its components«, and that transparency and openness will provide better solutions.6 We
believe that this presents a not inconsiderable paradigm shift for the R&D units
in the automotive sector, and that it will ultimately be another driver of further
architectural standardisation.
The organisational aspect is heavily influenced by the fact that security is an
inherent feature of all systems. The only way to guarantee optimum, long-term
security for the products is to keep an ongoing and comprehensive – i.e. system-oriented – focus on the topic throughout the product’s life cycle. This re-
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quires responsibility and a culture to be anchored at an
appropriately high level in a company’s hierarchy – ideally
at C-level. Today’s automobile companies are only very
rarely structured in this manner, though we nevertheless
expect these positions to become established with correspondingly greater frequency within the next five years.
In addition, CERT teams will be established and put into
operation, possibly across OEMs: As security incidents
will have to be identified and contained quickly and effectively for the entire industry in the future, it seems appropriate to consider setting up an appropriate organisational
unit. The costs and high levels of risk involved suggest a
joint, harmonised approach.
The procedural aspects are essentially shaped by the need
to ensure security over the entire product life cycle. There
is a need to design and then consistently implement a security concept that will account for the product, organisation and processes over the life cycle. This will also involve
ongoing observation of the changing threat situation and
updating the concept and its implementation as required.
The issue of security demonstrates some considerable differences in other matters such as functional safety.

6.11

Procurement of components and systems

Another aspect that has an enormous influence on R&D is
that of the sourcing mechanisms used. Current procedures
are dominated by the cost optimisation of a component or
system with regard to the SOP of one or more vehicles.
However, internet business models work differently. An
essential basis for these models is the ability to launch a
platform onto the market cheaply, with the potential for offering more paid-for or other income-generating services
and features at a later point in the product life cycle. Everything is possible, including the fact that hardware could
be given away for free. Although we do not expect vehicles
to be given away for free, at least not in the period up to
2030 as covered by this survey, we do predict that when
a vehicle is sold it will contain hardware reserves, particularly for the connected layer that will be set aside for
functions not required at the time of purchase. This in turn
opens up opportunities for implementing service-oriented architectures in the connected layer, thereby making it
easy to install more functions and services at a later point
in the vehicle’s life cycle.
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6.12

New forms of organisation are required

The organisational structures for R&D work used by OEMs in particular but also
large tier-1 companies, are still heavily influenced by traditional pillars of automotive development – body, electrics, interior and powertrain. However, as
organisations become more closely networked this structure is being pushed to
its limits. Different departments increasingly need to align functions with each
other. New fields cutting right across the traditional pillars will complement them
and they will, as a result, lose their current importance.
The reasons for this are:
• Their generally long and complex processes for aligning functions
across departments stand in opposition to the two core requirements of
flexibility and speed.
• With its open modular character, highly service-oriented functions and
clear separation from the driving dynamics and hardware, the connected
layer is very software intensive and therefore requires organisational
structures more aligned with services and data than the basic vehicle
functions of body, electronics, interior and powertrain.
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The different roles in a
value-oriented consortium
T

he structure of today’s automotive industry is extremely hierarchical with
the OEM – partially – as developer and integrator of functions followed by
tier-1 companies as (sub) system suppliers and then tier-2 companies as component suppliers (see column Today in figure 6). This industry model will have to
expand to include the level of the internet as an additional element at the customer interface (see figure 5). As outlined earlier on, this internet segment will
provide considerable benefits to customers and therefore generate significant
added value. As a result, a great many companies not all from the automotive
industry are keen to operate at this level. This will radically alter the nature of the
current consortial relationships – the technological drivers will, of course, influence all levels and generate new structures. Figure 6 shows a series of scenarios
which are not mutually exclusive but which will co-exist, either separately or in
combination with each other.

The industry as a whole:
higher R&D efforts; velocity over efficiency
The central drivers of change are the facts that automated driving will become
more widespread and that vehicles will be much more closely connected to both
internet, the IoT and the world wide web. Although other technological drivers
such as electromobility will also influence the industry, they will not impact on
the structures currently used to develop cars; all they will do is alter the physical
realisation of various functions. The automated vehicle operating with a connection to the internet will, by contrast, have a significant impact on these structures.
Automated functions are realised as services involving far more than just the
vehicle itself. Value is created through the generation of data and their use on the
world wide web and related services. In terms of the manner in which services
are provided and value created, the internet industry follows a very different
model to today’s product-oriented and therefore SOP-focussed automotive industry. Yet as technologies overlap, it is inevitable that the different development
cultures will also come into contact with each other and this will permanently change vehicle development in terms of its technologies and organisational structures.Vehicle architectures will change to accommodate this and to prepare the
implemention of new functions after the release. On the one hand, development
cycles will become shorter and function hubs smaller but on the other they will
cover the entire lifetime of a vehicle: Revenue will be generated continuously
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after SOP and the sales transaction through services. However, as the ongoing R&D work will still require the same
attentiveness, especially in the field of compliance with
privacy, functional safety and security.
As in the individual R&D units, the decisive factors here
will be velocity and throughput rather than efficiency. Networks for the development of specific tasks will form and
dissolve very rapidly and this will add to the dynamic nature of the organisational structures. On the whole, decision-making and responsibility will have to become more
decentralised and teams therefore more self-organised.
If this does not happen the current level of organisational
complexity will no longer be adequate for implementing
the key innovations and required development cycles. The
dynamic value network will then replace the comparatively
rigid consortium structure and the way in which it will be
used to orchestrate product and service development will
also prompt new attitudes to purchasing. Procurement
processes will undergo similar changes to development
processes, becoming more flexible and involving smaller
batches to provide the pull the value network needs. This
is something we can already observe today in the American Department of Defense (DoD) where agile consortial
system development (primarily open source) has become
the main form of development – an agile procurement framework has been established to support it.
One consequence of this however, is that the OEMs will
need to be able to assess their development partners’ capacities on a continual basis especially for tasks commissioned by them. Any system enabling them to do this will
either require a vast control apparatus or a form of cooperation based on openness and trust. Everyone involved
will have to grasp they are all sitting in the same boat and
so will need to continually ensure that they have enough
staff and resources to meet the challenges they are facing.
This form of integrated protection in which all those involved in the R&D work coordinate their procedures more
closely with each other will also become more common
on the technical level. The key requirements for this are
for partners to trust each other’s capability and to have the
ability to transform any defects into assets through a joint
learning process.
Success will primarily be governed by the skill of C-level
executives in dealing with the potentially disruptive capacity for technological and economic innovation that is inherent in both the internet and digital transformation. This
message is directed specifically at traditional automobile
companies. Roles focussing on this aspect will need to be
anchored very high up in the company and supported with
appropriate resources and expertise. The importance of
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having a horizontal, cross-departmental operational framework cannot be understated here. As the idea of traditional departments is strongly and deeply ingrained in today’s corporate structures, any changes made are bound to cause at
least some friction. Yet it is our opinion that anyone who fails to implement these
changes quickly will soon find themselves watching from the sidelines.

Digital service providers – the interface to the consumer

IT-Player

Connecting the vehicle to the internet, along with its subsequent predicted integration into the IoT will invite new service providers to enter the market. They will
then apply their own, internet-based business models to the vehicle, its environment and the new mobility services. Examples of these new market entrants
include:
• Online distributors such as Alibaba, Amazon and others, with their
contemporary business models, active customers, infrastructure and
big data competence;
• Logistics companies, assurances and carsharing operators,
with their ability to structure mobility efficiently;
• IT players, with their skills in collecting data and using the
information to provide appropriate services.
We can only vaguely outline the roles and origins of these companies, as it is of
course impossible to foresee which of those companies existing today will still
exist in whatever form in 2030 or what new companies may be formed over the
course of the next years.
Service providers will be able to generate value through obtaining data as it is
created, analysing it and then offering and modifying services based on their
analyses. The new service providers are therefore likely to lead the way in developing services, analysing big data and providing the needed large-scale infrastructure and IT systems. However, to do this they will have to reach a level of
organisational competence allowing them to work successfully with automotive
R&D units, following the practical constraints of the automotive industry. For
example, privacy, safety and security are technological competencies with high
importance to the automotive industry. Service providers will therefore potentially have to re-assess their approach to such aspects.

OEMs – greater flexibility, SOP less important

Functions

OEMs currently play a central role in the automotive sector. Disruptive change in
the industry therefore naturally confronts them with some major opportunities
but also some big risks. The outlined changes will force them to reposition themselves in a larger, more diversified market if they want to step into new sources
of value.
These new sources include the provision and operation of added value and mobility services, the opportunity to generate revenue after SOP through selling
new functions and the sale of data to customer groups who may not even own a
vehicle. This data can ultimately be used to retain customers through individualising and personalising products or by creating tailored offers.
The role of the OEM is predicted to remain that of the leader in an increasingly
international R&D environment, independent of who precisely will assume this
role. OEMs will continue to shape competition on all product and service levels.
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The importance of managing the velocity at which functions are brought to the market will increase. The required
levels of privacy, safety and security remain adequate despite the aspects of market pressure.
OEMs must learn to work more closely and efficiently with
IT companies at an organisational level. This relates not
just to processes and organisational structures but also to
business mindset including terminologies and technologies. The clearest change will be observed in the traditional area of body, electronics, interior and powertrain manufacturing. The interviewees share the opinion that the
scope of functions in the connected layer will gain at least
an equal value compared to these traditional features. Due
to new business models the area will be characterised by:
• New development cycles,
• New development methods,
• New business conducts and
• A significantly tighter collaboration with
	R&D partners in the network.
Ideally, it would even become an independent field located close to the management level or board of directors,
and would be led by people more familiar with the internet
world than the automotive industry. Other organisational
models are conceivable, down to open source partnerships that help to bundle resources. The way in which the
IoT will segment the value networks presents another specific challenge for OEMs, as they will need to build up a
substantial workforce dedicated to developing product
and service value after SOP.
In terms of technology, OEMs will need to develop their
internet and IoT literacy in general. Specifically, they will
need to learn which architectures and mechanisms are
being used in the internet industry to develop services and
process big data, both during operations and with regard
to protecting R&D work. Overall, OEMs will need to increase the competencies and resources they allocate to R&D
work by a substantial margin.
In the past, a key success factor was the driving experience that people expected from a brand, and its consistency
across the vehicle range. This aspect will become more
important and complex as both technologies and services
will be relied on to provide the overall customer experience in the future. These will be much more diverse than the
technologies currently found in today’s vehicle. The main
challenge for future electronics development in the OEMs
will almost certainly be the variety of topics that R&D work
will need to cover.
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Some of these are:
• The rapidly increasing product complexity coupled with a need to
extend R&D work to the ›aftermarket‹ and a trend towards ever shorter
development cycles;
• The addition of a wide range of new technologies, particularly from the
internet;
• The provision of a consistent user experience through a wide range of
end-user devices that the OEMs are not currently familiar with;
• The enormous increase in outlay for security processes;
• Changing architectures;
• Changing organisational structures (less vertical silos, more tight,
dynamic networks with partners, global development);
• The more dynamic nature of organisational concepts based on value
networks.
OEMs will continue to carry overall responsibility for the customer experience
and will therefore still be responsible for the general features of a product or
service. These do not only include features that the customer will immediately be
aware of but more particularly the aspects of functional safety, privacy and security. Security will become a particularly hot topic as the vehicle interfaces which
have so far been proprietary and closed, will suddenly need to be made more
easily accessible to external parties. This will not only demand new architectures
but also new forms of closer cooperation across the industry worldwide. The
importance of this team, its scope and the issues needed to be addressed mean
that it can only be useful either as part of a governing authority or as part of an
association comprising all OEMs. The CERT team’s operational activities would
include detecting ongoing attacks on vehicle electronics and other elements of
automotive infrastructure and initiating appropriate counter-measures. Its strategic tasks would involve the further development of appropriate standards and
alternative measures.

Tier-1 – Hardware less important

Systems

The need to provide services and functions for vehicles over their entire lifetime
will increase the required time and organisation by tier-1 companies for their activities regarding the connected layer. They will face the same challenges as the
OEMs but may also have to deal with new tasks stemming from changes to the
scope of the OEMs’ activities.
Tier-1 companies will be able to generate value by developing functions. As the
OEMs will need to pay more attention to service provision, security and other
key tasks there will be a greater demand for tier-1 companies to provide all the
vehicle functions and systems and to operationalise and implement their verification. While it is primarily the presence of automated functions, along with
expectations of reliability that will make the physical layer more complex, cost
pressure will also become an increasingly important factor. All tier-1 companies
working on this layer will therefore find themselves facing similar challenges to
those working on the connected layer.
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With special regard to the connected layer, tier-1 companies will be able to create value using the right networks
and partnerships or internal, inter-departmental cooperation to operate services. This will in turn provide the
OEMs with further opportunities to generate more value;
the relationship will be enhanced by the many years of
strong mutual trust and understanding that already exist
between tier-1 companies and OEMs. Open source and
open innovation concepts also have the potential to determine the form of the value networks. The role assumed
by tier-1 companies will stem from these opportunities for
generating value. The development and secure protection
of complex and IT-based system functions is predicted to
become a more important activity for them. At the same
time, they will be also able to complement this role by providing services – this is an option open to all players. A key
basic requirement for these companies will be to acquire
the following system competencies.
The first is an organisational competence: Tier-1 enterprises will have to learn how to work with IT companies and
their business conduct. In particular, service provision in
the connected layer will increasingly challenge them to focus more on developing their capacity for dynamic self-organisation at all levels. This restructuring of R&D work
will become necessary as cooperation expands beyond
traditional boundaries, making a streamlined organisation with functional-hierarchical structures less desirable.
New structures could potentially release human resources
which can then be used to establish or expand organisational units with core competencies that do not lie in product
development but in integrating components and systems
and developing digital services as an entire consumer experience. Allowing a little slack1 here could have a highly
positive effect on the emergence of new services. It will
become more important to work towards effective, equal
cooperation in a global development association with the
overarching aim of velocity. The new focus on service orientation implies that tier-1 players will need to establish
dedicated teams to prepare for being able to develop products and services continuously. Even tier-1 incumbents
are advised to specifically anchor the organisational structures relating to the necessary internet literacy close to the
management level/board of directors.
The second competence is a technological one, for which
tier-1 companies will need to learn how to cope with new
architectural patterns and internet technologies in the
connected layer. Being able to integrate and even more so,
develop accompanying intelligent protection will become
an increasingly important skill. Methods such as test dri-
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ven development or a constant, consistently progressive automation of test processes are just two tools for dealing with these changes.
Security will represent a particular challenge for tier-1 companies, particularly
with regard to automated driving. Without explicitly initiating targeted changes
to the processes currently used by these companies, the need to provide efficient, on-going protection for both on-board and off-board system functions
across the entire lifetime of a product and continuous development of that product, will soon exceed their capacity.

Tier-n – low-cost manufacturing, particularly of CE hardware

Parts

The expected standardisation of hardware, in particular in the connected layer
(see section 5.1), will open up this segment to contract manufacturers thereby
triggering price pressure. This has consequences for both OEMs and tier-n companies:
• Tier-n companies in these segments will optimise their manufacturing
costs;
• Tier-n companies will find themselves competing with large, classic
contract manufacturers from the consumer segment;
• OEMs will increasingly buy software as a product.
Tier-n companies will be able to generate value in the connected layer, primarily
through the low-cost manufacturing of CE components. The role of tier-n companies in this layer will change to a provider of cheaper and/or higher performance
components.
They will also need to develop their organisational competence for dealing with
a pull rather than a push model and this will imply more decentralisation of decision-making and implementation competence. They also are advised to create
an appropriate IoT department at an appropriately high level. This technological
competence will include both IoT and digital services literacy and the ability to
manufacture large quantities of components cheaply, flexibly and with the desired quality, for example they need to achieve economies of scale.
The key challenges to overcome are the growing competition with a corresponding pressure to standardise components and the resulting need for efficient
development and manufacturing processes.

Regional shifts are an inevitable consequence
As already mentioned, the majority of interviewees share the opinion that in addition to these effects on the various actors in the automotive industry there also
will be some regional shifts. R&D in E/E today is still conducted in the incumbent
traditional locations, with the new addition of India for software development.
In future it seems likely that this R&D map will change. This is due to the need
for a skilled staff to master required competencies for automated driving and
connecting cars to the world wide web, for individualisation and for greater interaction with the end customer.
North America will regain the role of an innovation driver due to at least partially to the country’s strengths outside the automotive sector. This is, e.g., its
infrastructure characterised by the high availability of powerful mobile phone
networks. It also hosts Silicon Valley, with financially strong companies and an
unconventional research, innovation and start-up culture. Richard Florida’s stu-
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dies reveal the extremely high likelihood of new industries
starting life in California due to the openness to new ways
of thinking as a feature of corporate culture there.2
While the Valley now tends to be associated more with the
IT industry it is also a site that has been used by many
carmakers primarily for trend scouting and design. New
companies, specifically those dealing in emerging technologies, are now also starting to form here. The agile startup culture fostered in Silicon Valley allows companies to
make mistakes when experimenting, to learn from them
and then start again. This technology-based business culture has provided growth opportunites to the internet industry and will undoubtedly facilitate the emergence of innovations in the field of networked functions together with
with successful IT companies. USA's traditional area for
automobile manufacturing in Greater Detroit will also profit from this. Unlike other end-user devices, the car is constrained by physical and climatic factors and this along with
the needed investment volumes will ensure that the sector
will still depend on traditional automobile competence in
the medium and long-term development – and this is precisely what the Detroit metropolitan area offers. Another
study on future developments has analysed the demographic impact of the population‘s value-generating proportion. The results predict that over the next 15 years the USA
will be able to independently satisfy its demand for a work
force.3 The net result is a wide availability of networks and
bundled competencies in software. The country’s position
is consolidated by the willingness of its regulatory authorities to support pilot markets for automated vehicles, its
unique start-up culture and the stable presence of productive forces.
Regarding the number of sold cars, the People‘s Republic
of China has outstripped every other region over the last
few years. It is also becoming a more popular destination
for R&D work. This shift is supported by the government
which wants to use the country’s market power to develop
a domestic automotive industry. As understanding of this
largest of all markets grows and the favourable political
conditions mentioned continue, all market participants are
being forced to build R&D capacities in China. Although
this will cause an outflow of know-how it will also offer an
opportunity to profit from the dynamism of the Chinese
market through working with integrated teams. The more
traditional oriented automobile enterprises tend to be less
proactive in this respect. They will have to learn from the
generally high risk tolerance that is prevalent in China.
According to the workforce study cited above, it is unlikely
that China will be able to meet the requirements it is expected to need to implement its ambitious plans. This will
slow down the growth in general, not in the car sector only.
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India has now been a familiar location for software development for many years.
Companies in the automotive industry are also increasingly outsourcing software tasks to sites in this country. The degree of satisfaction with this is still
highly varied with some interviewees being very satisfied and others expressing
doubts about its benefits. None of the larger companies can avoid outsourcing
work, often due simply to the lack of qualified software developers in their home
countries. Rising development costs are also driving outsourcing as many companies are looking for sites in best cost countries. However, if all companies are
ultimately to benefit from outsourcing tasks they will need to modify their overall
approach to doing this. For example, the sub-contracting model often used by
tier-1 and tier-2 companies is rarely successful. Instead it will be far more important to foster an independent attitude and self-responsibility, both when working
and dealing with customers. The often highlighted approaches in this survey
which often entail self-organisation can provide new ideas here, as long as all
involved are able to reach a position of mutual trust. However, this assumes the
motivation for investing in India does not come solely from a desire to reduce
personnel costs.
Europe and Japan have been the innovation drivers of the automotive industry
for the past few decades. Among other things, their strengths stem from the
ready availability of mechatronical expertise coupled with a high level of quality
awareness down to the smallest details. This has enabled them to consolidate
their market positions around the world. However, as the industry becomes more
closely connected these strengths will no longer be sufficient; internet technology with its related business models is one field in particular in which Europe
and Japan are lagging behind. This can be put down to an endemic complacency
on the one hand (disruptive innovations force change) and the lack of a start-up
culture as in Silicon Valley on the other. Neither Europe4 nor Japan will be able to
meet their workforce requirements.
In order to maintain their current position the still common centralised structures
will need to be broken up. Specifically, this will involve consistently delegating
responsibility to regional competence centres instead of making fundamental
decisions and assuming product responsibility centrally in the home markets. By
decentralising responsibility entire tasks can be passed on to sites in other countries and dealt with internationally by independent teams working in cooperation
with each other. This is the only way to combine different regional strengths to
produce an effective overall picture and therefore a superior overall product. Examples are the regions covered in this section which make an ideal combination
when consolidated: Services in India, high risk tolerance in China, dynamism in
Silicon Valley and a focus on quality and detail in Europe, Japan and Korea. As
the market grows, other regions such as South and Central America and Russia
will become more significant manufacturing locations. Despite this fact, we do
not expect to see any large-scale relocations of R&D activities to these countries
during the time period covered by this survey, simply because the regions considered are simply too attractive to move from.
The same applies to other regions such as the ASEAN countries: Although they
will become more attractive as new locations for software development, the survey participants do not list any of the Next Eleven countries as R&D destinations.
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Possible paths to a future
E/E R&D organisation
T

his report has described how the automotive industry in 2030 will be quite
different from that of today. That is why we have called tomorrow’s industry the automotive services industry which also includes the physical aspects
of transportation. This mobility industry of 2030 will consist of two groups of
organisations:
• New market entrants Players who are not yet in the sector today, and
• Incumbents Organisations, which manage the transition from a player in
today’s automotive industry to a player in the automotive services sector.

There is no guarantee for the survival for today’s incumbents in the automotive
industry. For the great majority of organisations the industry changes outlined
in this report will require substantial transformations based on new, service-oriented business models. Beneath this overall business perspective, many aspects
of the organisation and the way it works will have to be adapted to the new
value streams and the business goals. The impending dominance of services for
instance, influences technology and architecture, development processes, business processes and business models. This chapter is concerned with how this
transformation might happen within the scope of a R&D organisation.
Chapter 4 identifies technology as the prime driver for change. These innovations in products and services in turn may require changes in the development
processes for instance to enable the development of new features needed to
make new business models viable. Enabling the enhanced development processes may require changes in the structure, behaviour or culture of the organisation. Figure 9 shows these three dimensions of concern for an electronics products
and services R&D organisation. Only by orchestrating and balancing all three
dimensions the organisation can be viable and sustainable.
This model is a simplification, of course. Naturally there are interdependencies
between these dimensions – feedback loops. The inherent complexity of handling these three dimensions of change requires organically and evolutionary
approaches that move in small steps meanderingly across the three dimensions.
The goal is to use the transformation in one dimension to strengthen what has
already been achieved in the other ones. And there are different paths to achieve
this depending on the organisations starting situation. The intensity and duration
of the change effort in the different dimensions will vary over time.
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The way the transformation is realised has to be open to
change. There will not be a stable dominant business model and implementing architecture. Actually, there will be
an accelerated frequency and speed of change over time.
The recommendation is to keep options open, to be able
to embrace constant change. This reinforces the need to
implement change in small steps with frequent learning
cycles. The organisation and its processes need to become
as anti-fragile as possible, i.e. become stronger through
external stressors for change. This implies that the transformation must avoid remaining the traditional command
and control patterns of leadership. This can prove to be a
real challenge. The Law of Requisite Variety1 teaches us
however, that a complex system like the interconnected
three dimensions really needs to be self-organising and
learning. »Life is the capacity for change«, says Margaret
Wheatley,2 and self-organisation has been nature’s choice
to build this capacity into the systems it creates. Note that
organisations are organisms made up of people. If these
organisms do not improve their capability for change, they
will not make it to 2030.
The organisational culture needs to embrace changes as
natural rather than exceptional. This is a transition just now
being discovered in agile development and related processes. The agile development practises more frequent, smaller and more narrowly focussed change which strengthens
the bones of what is being developed, i.e. the product and
services architecture.
However, even in flexible, dynamic organisations, it is advisable not to change everything in all dimensions at the
same time. Start where the change need is greatest and
the resistance is lowest.
The more radical change approach can only be recommended for breaking new start-ups out of existing organisations. This is a valid and very promising scenario but
one that we do not pursue in this report.
Start the steps of the transformations in the (product) architecture dimension – at least anticipate the change in this
dimension which may be imposed from outside and thus
happen to the organisation. If functionality is seen as the
key differentiation, then it is best to start with those changes to the architecture of the products and services that
can already be achieved with little or no process or organisational change. If the most urgent concern is a product or
service quality, it may be best to start looking at the processes and how qualities are produced – or where they fail.
These initial changes do not just help to achieve a better
technological positioning; they also help to become familiar with change, independent of whether this change is proactively driven or a reactive response. To capitalise on the
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change as a sustainable transformation the change needs to be executed as an
explicit development: self-organised and with rapid feedback loops for learning.
Product and service changes tend to be easier and can be implemented in shorter time than changes in process or culture. Changing human behaviour is the
real challenge but the key to sustainability and quality.
Figure 13 depicts a possible timeline of such a transformation. The challenges to
be addressed by the changes are shown on this timeline. These challenges are
described in the table in chapter 6 (page 45). Acquiring the competence to deal
with these challenges will allow the organisation to continue as a player in the
automotive services industry. The sequence and timing of when, for how long
and to what level of intensity the organisation should expect to grapple with a
challenge is based on interdependencies of the abilities to meet the challenges
and our change management experience. The challenges have been allocated
to that dimension that they originate in. As discussed earlier there will be implications for the other dimensions but for reasons of simplicity these implications
are not shown here. The height of the curve shows the relative intensity of the
change required to deal with the challenge at the time. This timeline cannot be
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complete – many new challenges will emerge during this
transition. The open approach sketched here will be able to
facilitate handling these challenges.
Dealing with the challenges of the table in chapter 5 (page
32) will lead over time to-called connected companies.3
This kind of corporations is named due to their networked
structure and behaviour. These organisations will be more
agile in all their actions and prefer trusted partnerships allowing rapid and dynamic consortia, the pre-condition to
succeed in fast moving, service oriented business environment. However, not all will reach this stage. Those that do
will be capable to deal with significantly more complex
challenges than today. This will include the ability to add
new functionality to a vehicle after SOP, for example.
In order to illustrate the interdependence of the transformation dimensions, re-balancing engineering disciplines
has to be taken into consideration. The challenge of re-balancing engineering disciplines – i.e. defining the considered scope of development of an organisation and disciplines leading to this development – is already an existing
process issue within many automotive companies. The
interdependence with the organisations business model
and service architecture are obvious. We expect that the
dominance of software over hardware will increase. However, there is a lack of software based business models.
Currently the standard automotive business models are
based on quantities of physical units procured. Software
business models require new paradigms in cooperation
and procurement. This leads us to consider other challenges in order to be able to deal with this one.
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Reflection and outlook

T

he findings presented in this report are derived from our analysis from our
survey partners and are agreed with all. The survey reflects the interdependencies of the drivers discussed. Up until now, we presented the common automotive perspective – or the disagreement, if there was no common voice.
In this section we, the authors and interviewers, reflect on the findings. There are
some missing aspects we believe to be of different importance. Some of these
issues were touched on by our advisory board of experts, though we have to take
responsibility for the formulation chosen here. We were not really surprised by
the findings. We have accompanied the automotive industry through its first fifteen years of the software revolution and have evaluated many external studies
on what is now transforming the automotive industry into a mobility industry.
In reflection, we received what we expected. Missing is a certain level of industry
unrest, for want of a better term. What do we mean by saying this?
All our survey partners are aware of the changes. We therefore assume this holds
for the automotive industry, or at least the part that we focus on: E/E development. And most of automotive E/E development organisations seem comfortable with what is happening. They feel comfortable with their own position and
capability to weather the storm. They have mastered software – as a technology.
And there is external evidence of that. Software has accelerated the innovation
rates in automotive business. The Boston Consulting Group supports our finding
through the ›Most Innovative Companies‹1 index which they compile annually. In
2013, for the first time there were »more carmakers than technology companies
in the top 20«2 the Boston Consulting Group reports. No wonder there is confidence in the automotive industry. Turning the challenge of the 20 th century software revolution into a creative force of the 21st century is a great achievement on
the side of the automotive industry. However, the index of ›The Most Innovative
Companies‹ looks at the individual companies. It does not look at value creation
networks. And most of the software-driven innovations to-date have to do with
the digital revolution inside the car. This phase of digital revolution has created
the software car. The same business models of the pre-digital age are in place.
Product development is structured in consortia-based on the traditional automotive industry roles. The OEM is at the top of the consortium, with tier-1, tier-2
etc. forming a pyramid. Procurement – and many other business processes – are
still based on boxes. Manufacturing capacity and marginal cost are the basis of
thinking – even in the age of the software car.
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In his blog post3 Danny Boice called 2014 ›the year of the
connected car‹. The car is embedded in the software, in
the internet and IoT. Most of our survey partners agree
that this requires a change in how the industry works. Few
are concerned about adjusting their own role. Most claim
that change needs to start with the other stakeholders.
The OEMs look towards the tier-1 companies for adaptation who in turn look to the OEMs for change direction and
commitment. The traditional consortial business and role
model, which has safeguarded the automotive industry
from, figuratively speaking, rogue technologies and management fads cause this stalemate.
This safeguard is falling prey to connectivity. Too few are
alarmed about how disruptive the entry of the new stakeholders as the internet players could be. These newcomers will not try to save the automotive mode of working
in role-driven consortia. Apple and Google for instance,
are hiring automotive experts but that is just technology
transfer of a different form. We cannot see any evidence of
them and the other newcomers for turning towards automotive collaboration processes or the traditional business
model. In our view their power is disruption. Christoph
Keese, VP at Axel Springer SE supports this view in his
book about »Silicon Valley«4. His short and clear presentation5 on this issue at the ›Bosch Connected World 2015‹ is
a must see for any automotive decision maker. Let us look
at a potential new market entrant – take Google, for instance. Google has been working on the self-driving car well
before automatic driving became a hot topic. The potential
threat of the Google car is neither the technology nor the
potential sales of this type of car. The threat derives from
the disruption potential of the business models that Google is using. Google does not bother about existing roles
and models. This gives them – and others like them – a disruptive potential beyond what most of our automotive survey partners expect. The disruption potential is created by
clinging to a manufacturing oriented business model where the marginal cost is the competitive factor. What happens if the marginal cost heads for zero? One of the best
discussions of how the IoT conspires with other forces to
create such disruption is Jeremy Rifkin’s »The Zero Marginal Cost Society: The Internet of Things, the Collaborative
Commons, and the Eclipse of Capitalism«.6
Maybe the Kodak story can be an eye opener. For many
years Kodak was a key player in the analog photographic
industry. It had successfully managed two previous technology disruptions, from glass plates to films, and from
black and white to colour. Kodak invented the digital camera in 1975 and conducted a timely product and market
survey which predicted the massive growth of digital photography with surprising precision in timing and capabi-
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lity as described by Chunka Mui in ›Forbes Magazine‹.7 Yet Kodak reacted only
half-heartedly and eventually had to file for bankruptcy in 2012. In 2000, Fuji,
one of Kodak’s major competitors in the film business, produced the first digital
camera for the consumer market. Fuji rededicated a significant part of their R&D
and film production to cosmetics. Today, Fuji continues to be a major player in
the photo industry. Kodak was unable to update its business model. Kodak’s business model was first and foremost about storage solutions for photos. Digital
images do not need dedicated containers. Kodak considered the digital image a
competitor for their own products within the photo industry. They did not understand that this was a disruption that would eventually replace the photo industry
that Kodak had dominated. Apple did the same when it substituted the digital
music industry for the music container industry. The music container industry
spent vast amounts of money in legal fees fighting the new business models in
the courts of law. We all know the result.
The traditional automotive consortia are still quite successful with the software
car. Maybe the current mode of collaboration can be adjusted over time when
it is necessary to do so – maybe not. The automotive companies created a vast
body of engineering knowledge. They own the intellectual property rights for
most of the digital form of the automotive body of knowledge, too. Kodak had a
lot of time. And it had the advantage of being the inventor of the digital technology. Yet it failed.
The automotive industry did not invent software technology nor the internet. And
we can see that the transformation is not something that will happen in a distant
future. We agree with Volkmar Denner when he says »The connected world is not
some distant dream. It’s already here.«8 It has even started in automotive. Telematics services were the first tenuous connectivity services. Four OEMs offered
telematics services back in 2001. Today all of the OEMs are offering connectivity
services to their customers. And these services provide much tighter connectivity and higher value to the customers. The time to deployment shrinks.
The problems challenge the way the industry is operating presently and there
is not much time. This should add to the sense of industry urgency – should.
Coping with the impending transformation will be hard. It cannot be solved by
just automating development technology itself. The survey partners have clearly
pointed out that soft changes in organisational structure and behaviour as well
as the motivation of developers through purpose will be major factors in transforming what happens inside their organisations. Dynamic and lean co-creation
networks will replace the current consortia. These are evolutionary higher level
organisations and the same soft approaches can be used that allow rapid building and effective running of modern value creation organisations. The cooperation of Bosch and Tesla is a case in point.9 Yet experimentation with innovation
in organisational structures and self-management is rare. Pilots, case studies or
even full deployments of radical paradigm shifts in how to set up and run organisations do happen. But they happen mostly in the potential newcomers to the automotive industry. And they may be beyond experimentation. These include examples of deploying the organisation operating system called holacracy,10 a form
of self-organisation. We firmly believe that self-organisation is the key to dealing
with complexity. We can see this everywhere in nature. In spite of all intellectual
insight to the contrary our organisations still mostly function at the command
and control stage, or even the ›red‹, the ›wolf pack stage‹ as Ken Wilber describes
in the foreword to Frederic Laloux’s ›Reinventing Organizations‹.11 In our view La-
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loux’s book gives a lot of insight into how self-organisation
can transform real organisations across different domains
and sizes. For this to function we need to activate, to engage the human members of the organisations. We recommend to extend the set of organisational key measures by
a holistic measure of human development. One example is
Gallup’s concept of Wellbeing.12 This could be a predictive
key measure for organisational productivity, looking at the
impact of happiness of the workforce observed by Tony
Hsieh.13
Many of the current automotive companies have adopted
software as a technology, as a material, yet few have transformed their own culture beyond functional-hierarchical
approaches. What Bartussek and Weyergraf describe in
their anecdotes for the automotive domain in ›Mad Business‹14 suggests that the anti-patterns analysed by Ackoff
and Addison in ›f-Laws – 13 common sins of management‹15
and by Tom DeMarco and others in ›Adrenaline Junkies
and Template Zombies: Understanding Patterns of Project
Behavior‹ 16 still accurately describe organisational behavior. A lot of homework remains to be done – and not only
by the others.
If all of this is logical and understood, then why are we not
doing it? Why does it appear that automotive industry of
today is heading for a ›war of the worlds‹ with the internet
industry? In ›Unleashing the Killer App: Digital Strategies
for Market Dominance‹ Larry Downes and others17 postulate the Law of Disruption. This states that technology improves exponentially (e.g. Moore’s Law), whereas people
only change incrementally. This leads to earthquake-like
adjustments – the disruptions – when the tension between
the two has become too large. The adjustment will come,
and to prevent this adjustment from being very disruptive
a new – open – mindset is needed.
Our interviewees agreed that the automotive industry is
well aware of the vast opportunities of an IoT-supported
mobility industry. Volkmar Denner reminds us that the
technology provides us with »social and commercial op-
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»

portunities«.18 We are convinced that to be successful you will have to balance
both types of opportunities. Based on their past successes the automotive companies are building some of the new technologies which will be required to stake
their claims in this huge market. Yet the thinking across the automotive industry
is clouded by the structures and processes that helped them to create this success in the past. This may sound like a paradox – and it is one! However, we view
this paradox as an opportunity, just like Niels Bohr, when he said:19

How wonderful that we have met with a paradox.
Now we have the hope of making some progress.«
A paradox pinpoints a need for action. And it may help to catalyse action. New
things come into this world out of crises which cannot be resolved at the current
level of thinking.
This is the end of our reflection, and the end of this report. However, it is only the
starting point of our journey. We will continue to highlight and tackle this paradox and hope for your contribution.
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Survey design

T

he survey Software Drives. Automotive E/E Engineering Development 2030
was conducted by Kugler Maag Cie from March 2014 to July 2015. Three
main research activities were performed and afterwards were followed by an
analysis phase using various approaches to derive findings:
• Desk research
• Expert interviews
• Online questionnaire

Desk research
The task was to identify and analyse research results which were externally produced and might related to the objective of this survey. The desk research was
an important input on how to develop the expert interview framework and the
online questionnaire. The framework was designed using a PESTLE inspired review of the findings of the desk research.
The relevant information sources are cited throughout this report and are contained in section 11 Bibliography.

Expert interviews
About 42 interviews with experts from the automotive industry were conducted.
Interview duration averaged about 90 minutes. The interview framework designed in the previous allowed interviewers to start with open questions without
directing the interview partner. This allowed the interviewers to use the expert
interviews themselves to also validate the contents framework. The interviewers
all have significant assessment background. Few interviewers were used. This
simplified the interpretation of the results and the derivation of findings.

Online questionnaire
An online questionnaire was used to ask more focussed questions. The reduced
depth of questioning allowed a larger volume of responses. Over 300 responses
were analysed.
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Findings development
The interview results were analysed by contents to achieve a conceptual structure. This was then adopted as the
basis for this report. This means that certain observations
might be impacting several findings. In these cases the interdependencies are explained with the findings.
Quantitative statements in this report, like ›the survey partners agreed‹ imply that a majority of the interview partners stating an opinion about an issue were in agreement.
The explanation of the findings also clearly indicates when
no common view could be found.
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Chapter 11. NOtes, annotations, Figures and Glossary

Glossary
APAC Asia Pacific is the part of the world in or near the Western Pacific Ocean.
Big Data A broad term for data sets so large or complex that traditional data
processing applications are inadequate. Challenges include analysis, capture,
data curation, search, sharing, storage, transfer, visualisation, and information
privacy.
CE Consumer Electronics
CERT Computer Emergency Response Team
E/E Electrics and Electronics
HW Hardware
Industry 4.0 IoT applied to industrial processes, including manufacturing and
logistics.
IoT The Internet of Things is the network of physical objects (›things‹) embedded
with electronics, SW, sensors, and connectivity enabling data exchange with the
manufacturer, operator and/or other connected devices.
MVC Model-View-Controller
OEM Original Equipment Manufacturer; here vehicle manufacturer or brand
Privacy It is the ability of an individual or group to seclude themselves, or information about themselves, and thereby express themselves selectively. Of particular relevance for the data communication of cars to OEM and third parties.
R&D Research and Development
Reuse Can make development faster and cheaper buy using already developed
modules etc. again. Need to balance development with reuse and development
for reuse.
Safety Generally more as functional safety: the control of recognised hazards to
achieve an acceptable level of risk.
Security Security is the degree of resistance to, or protection from, harm. It
applies to any vulnerable and valuable asset, such as a person, accommodation,
community, nation, or organisation. Applied here to vehicles and its passengers.
SOA Service-oriented architecture
SOP Start of Production
SW Software
Tier-1/-2 Suppliers to OEMs at the first level and their sub-suppliers
TTM Time-to-market
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About 42 interviews with decision makers from OEM and
major suppliers were conducted. Our thanks go to our participants for their valuable input and inspiring proposals.

Interviewees and survey participants (extract)
Christian Feltgen, Vice President Technology Office,
Visteon Cooperation
Hans-Georg Frischkorn, Strategieberater
Wolfgang Grimm, Vice President Engineering Powertrain
Software, Bosch Engineering GmbH
Dr. Martin Hurich, Corporate Engineering Coordination
and Methods, Robert Bosch GmbH
Dr. Young-Sup Joo, Seoul National University
Sam La Magna, Director of Advanced Driving
Technologies, Intel Corporation: Transportations
Solutions Division
Frank Lane, Vice President Technology, Qualcomm
Corporate R&D
David Ludwig, Area Head Electrics/Electronics,
Magna Steyr Engineering
Andreas Mai, Director Smart Connected Vehicles,
Cisco Systems
Dr. Winfried Moser, Senior Vice President,
Bosch Software Innovations GmbH
Dr. Paul D. Nielsen, Software Engineering Institute,
Director and CEO
Vijay Ratnaparkhe, President, Robert Bosch Engineering
and Business Solutions Private Limited
Prof. Dieter Rombach, Director, Fraunhofer IESE
Achim Ruff, Software Director, Comfort and Driving
Assistance Systems Business Group, Valeo
Dr. Karsten Strehl, Corporate Engineering Coordination
and Methods, Robert Bosch GmbH
Chris Thibodeau, CEO Automotive Electrical Consultants
LLC, former Vice President & General Manager
Infotainment Americas
Mark Thornton, Director Engineering, Panasonic
Automotive Systems of America
Dr. Joachim Weisbrod, Head of SW-Intergation and SWProcesses, Mercedes-Benz Trucks Europe
Fredrik Westin, Global Process Manager, Electrical and
Electronics, Volvo Global Trucks Technology
Michael Wolff, Manager Basic Software and Synergy,
Electronics Industrial Technology – Research and
Development, ZF Group
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